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Zusammenfassung
Das Axion ist ein pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Boson. Es tritt in Ersheinung nah
dem spontanen Bruh der Peei-Quinn Symmetrie, die als Lösung des starken
CP-Problems vorgeshlagen wurde. Andere pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Bosonen,
postuliert in einigen Erweiterungen des Standardmodells, werden Axion-Like Par-
tiles (ALPs) genannt, wenn sie bestimmte Eigenshaften mit dem Axion teilen,
insbesondere die Kopplung an zwei Photonen. Bis jetzt waren alle Suhen nah A-
xionen und ALPs erfolglos. Dies bedeutet, dass deren Kopplungen extrem shwah
sein müssen. Allerdings können Axionen und ALPs einige beobahtbare astro-
physikalishe und kosmologishe Auswirkungen haben, anhand derer man den Pa-
rameterraum dieser Teilhen einshränken kann.
Wir konzentrieren uns auf Shranken aus der Kosmologie, die ein ideales Feld
für die Untersuhung von Axionen und ALPs darstellt. Insbesondere untersuhen
wir als erstes die Möglihkeit einer Axion- und ALP-Population, die während
der frühesten Augenblike des Universums entstanden ist. Die Bedeutung dieser
Analyse rührt daher, dass Axionen und ALPs wegen ihrer shwahen Wehsel-
wirkung und der besonderen Produktionsmehanismen ideale Kandidaten für die
dunkle Materie sind. Shlieÿlih betrahten wir die Folgen des Zerfalls dieser
Teilhen für bestimmte kosmologishe Observablen, nämlih für das Photonen-
spektrum von Galaxien, für den kosmoshen Mikrowellenhintergrund, für die ef-
fektive Zahl an Neutrinos und die ursprünglihe Häugkeit der Elemente. Unsere
Shranken stellen den striktesten Test eines frühen Zerfalls von Axionen und ALPs
dar und shlieÿen einen Teil des Parameterraums von ALPs aus, der ansonsten ex-
perimentell nur shwer zugänglih ist.

Abstrat
The axion is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson. It appears after the spontaneous
breaking of the Peei-Quinn symmetry, whih was proposed to solve the strong-
CP problem. Other pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons, postulated in some ex-
tensions of the standard model of partile physis, are alled axion-like partiles
(ALPs) if they share ertain harateristis with the axion, in partiular a oupling
to two photons. Thus far, axion and ALP searhes have been unsuessful, indi-
ating that their ouplings have to be extremely weak. However, axions and ALPs
ould be responsible for some observable eets in astrophysis and osmology,
whih an also be exploited to onstrain the parameter spae of these partiles.
We fous on limits oming from osmology, whih is an optimal eld for study-
ing axions and ALPs. In partiular, we rst investigate the possibility of a pri-
mordial population of axions and ALPs arising during the earliest epohs of the
universe. The importane of this analysis lies on the fat that axions and ALPs are
ideal dark matter andidates beause of their faint interations and their peuliar
prodution mehanisms. Finally, we onsider the onsequenes of the deay of suh
a population on spei osmologial observables, namely the photon spetrum
of galaxies, the osmi mirowave bakground, the eetive number of neutrino
speies, and the abundane of primordial elements. Our bounds onstitute the
most stringent probes of early deays and exlude a part of the ALP parameter
spae that is otherwise very diult to test experimentally.
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Prefae
Day after day, osmology has beome more useful as a tool for partile physis. In
its earliest epoh, the universe provided the environment with the highest known
energy, muh higher than those presently tested in olliders. We still miss a partile
physis desription of suh high energy sales, therefore many open osmologial
questions are waiting for a satisfying answer in terms of mirophysis. Every
proposal of physis beyond the standard model of partile physis (SM) must
deal with osmology, notably providing mehanisms for ination and baryogenesis
and andidates for dark matter and dark energy. All these issues provide further
motivations to reah a omplete piture of partile theory.
On the other hand, through the study of those phases of osmi evolution, when
both the mirophysis and osmologial desriptions are well settled, physiists
an put severe onstraints on physis beyond the SM. Big-bang nuleosynthesis
(BBN), the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) and large sale struture (LSS)
give preise indiations about what happened when the universe was older than a
seond. Moreover, in the last few years the vastly inreasing amount and quality
of data has propelled osmology to its preision era. New partile physis models
have to fae these broad data sets and must be onsistent with them. Cosmology
is therefore a ruial testing ground for partile physis.
But osmology does not play only the killjoy role. In partiular, beause of the
intrinsi long exposure time whih is peuliar of osmologial phenomena, together
with the high luminosity provided by the universe itself, osmology gives the pos-
sibility of testing very weakly interating partiles otherwise not aessible to high
energy partile physis experiments. Axion and axion-like partiles (ALPs) are
among these speies, and they are the main haraters of this dissertation. Very
stringent limits on their mass and oupling onstants ome from observations of
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high-intensity astrophysial settings like globular lusters or the sun. Cosmology
also plays an important role in the quest for nding them, and, as we will see, the
bounds that it provides are omplementary to those provided by astrophysis.
In the rst hapter, we introdue the QCD axion and ALPs, providing some
theoretial motivation. We also review briey the present status of the exploration
of their parameter spae through non-osmologial approahes. We already men-
tioned the astrophysial observations, and here we desribe the main experimental
approahes to axion and ALP physis. We onlude this hapter with some hints
for the presene of suh partiles, supported by astrophysial lues.
The primordial prodution of a population of axions and ALPs is the topi of
hapter 2. This is the basi question to srutinise before even to start the disussion
about the bounds osmology ould provide: without a reli population there an
be no osmologial limits. Moreover, establishing a reli population of axions or
ALPs is an intriguing topi in its own right, as it ould provide the solution to the
dark matter mystery. The analysis of the stability of these partiles is therefore
the optimal way to onlude this hapter, and to introdue the ore question of
this dissertation.
If axions and ALPs are unstable, they deay into photons. Their deay produts
ould inuene the evolution of the universe and the osmologial observables. In
hapter 3 we treat the limits oming from the late deays of axions and ALPs.
These are obtained studying how the deay aets the CMB and onsidering the
possibility of diretly deteting the photons emitted in the spetrum of galaxies
and the extragalati photon bakground.
At earlier times, when the universe was hot and dense enough to rapidly lose the
diret imprint of the deay produts via thermal sattering, the deay would have
a more subtle and indiret inuene. In hapter 4 we notie that the deay, whih
injets a large amount of photons in the primordial plasma, an eetively dilute
baryons and neutrinos, if it happens after about ten milliseonds sine the big
bang. The primordial elemental abundanes and the amount of radiation during
the rst minutes of our universe are strongly aeted by this dilution and provide
further limits on the axion and ALP parameters. To onlude this hapter, we
reanalyse the onstraints we found onsidering other deay hannels besides the
photon one. Finally, hapter 5 is devoted to summarise our arguments and to draw
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our onlusions.
The researh on axions and ALPs will be one of the main frontiers of partile
physis in the near future, sine these pseudosalars an solve some of the unre-
solved problems of partile physis. Their experimental disovery would be a true
milestone along our path to understand Nature. The tehnologial hallenge to
reah this aim is pushing our apability of measuring extraordinarily small signals,
but a long path remains to be overed. Astrophysial and osmologial observa-
tions provide diretions about the partile parameters, oering a guidane in the
design of devoted disovery experiments. The improving quality and quantity of
astrophysial and osmologial data gives us ondene on the possibilities the sky
oers. That is why we onsider this kind of analysis of fundamental importane
in the quest for new physis.

CHAPTER 1
Axions and axion-like partiles
1.1 The strong-CP problem and the axion
Quantum hromodynamis (QCD), the theory of strong interations, inludes a P,
T and thus CP violating term [47℄,
Lθ = θ̄
αs
8π
ǫµνρσ
2
Gρσa G
µν
a , (1.1)
where Gρσa is the gluon eld strength, αs the ne struture onstant for olour
interations and the so alled θ angle, −π < θ̄ ≤ π, is the eetive parameter
ontrolling CP violation. Here, and in the following, we will use natural units with
~ = c = kB = 1, where kB is the Boltzmann onstant. It is ommon pratie to
write the dual tensor ǫµνρσG
ρσ
a /2 simply as G̃aµν , thus we will simply write GG̃ for
the trae in the Lagrangian (1.1). The soures of this θ-term are the Adler-Bell-
Jakiw anomaly of the axial urrent in QCD [8, 9℄ and the topology of the QCD
vauum [10℄. There are no theoretial hints about whih value between −π and
+π the parameter θ̄ ould hoose, so we just expet it to be an O(1) quantity.
The gluon eld Aµa transforms like a 4-vetor under C, P and T. We an dene
the oloured eletri and magneti elds as
Eka ≡ G0ka = ∂0Aka − ∂kA0a + gsfabcA0bAkc , (1.2a)
Bka ≡ ǫijkGij a = ǫijk
(
∂iAj a − ∂jAi a + gsfabcAi bAj c
)
, (1.2b)
and they transform like their eletromagneti ounterparts under C, P and T. In
the denitions (1.2), gs is the strong interation oupling onstant and fabc are
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the SU(3) struture onstants. The olour indies are abc, while ijk are spatial
indies. Beause of the properties of the ompletely antisymmetri tensor ǫµνρσ,
the Lagrangian (1.1) an be written as GG̃ = −4 ~Ba · ~Ea. The salar produt of a
polar vetor and an axial vetor violates P, T and thus CP, one CPT is taken for
granted.
Whether CP is a good symmetry for QCD is not a fundamental quastion but a
phenomenologial one. At low energy the Lagrangian (1.1) indues eletri dipole
moments in baryons, whih have not yet been observed. In partiular, many
measurements have been performed on the neutron one. Calulations predit the
neutron eletri dipole moment to be dn ∼ 10−16θ̄ e cm [11, 12℄, where e is the
eletron eletri harge. Currently, the best experimental limit is dn < 0.29 ×
10−25 e cm [13℄, whih translates into
|θ̄| . 10−10 . (1.3)
The essentials of the strong-CP problem are all here: we were not expeting suh
an extremely small value for θ̄.
Roberto Peei and Helen Quinn proposed an elegant solution to this puz-
zle, introduing a global hiral U(1) symmetry, alled the Peei-Quinn symmetry
U(1)PQ [14,15℄. This symmetry is spontaneously broken, and its Nambu-Goldstone
boson (NGB) a, the elebrated axion [16,17℄, ouples to gluons beause the U(1)PQ
symmetry is violated by the olour anomaly. Thus, another term involving GG̃
enters in the QCD Lagrangian,
LaGG̃ = −
a(x)
fa
αs
8π
GG̃ , (1.4)
where fa is the order parameter assoiated with the breaking of U(1)PQ. For the
moment we ignore the subtleties related to the denition of fa. At energies below
the onnement sale of olour interations, ΛQCD ≃ 1 GeV, gluons and quarks
have to be integrated out, and QCD is desribed by an eetive hiral Lagrangian.
The terms (1.1) and (1.4), together with the anomalous ontribution of the U(1)A
symmetry of the eetive hiral QCD Lagrangian, beome an eetive potential
that an be parametrised as
V (a) ≃ Λ4QCD
[
1− cos
(
a
fa
− η
′
fη
− θ̄
)]
. (1.5)
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Here, η′ is the pseudo-NGB (PNGB) of the anomalous U(1)A, and fη is a parameter
with dimensions of a mass. The periodiity of the potential is due to the topologial
and instantoni nature of the GG̃ Lagrangian. The onguration of minimum
energy for the potential (1.5) is realised by the CP-onserving linear ombination
〈a〉 =
(
θ̄ − 〈η′〉/fπ
)
fa, as required by the Vafa-Witten theorem [18℄. Sine the a
eld is massless, it an align itself with a null energy ost to the CP-onserving
point: the strong-CP problem is solved, independently of the value of fa, θ̄ and 〈η′〉.
Beause of the eetive potential (1.5), the mass of the eigenstate η′ + a fη/fa
is mη′ ∼ Λ2QCD/fη, whih solves Weinberg's U(1) problem1. The orthogonal om-
bination, whih mainly onsists of axion, mixes with the other salar mesons in
the partile spetrum and aquires mass [20℄. It is this ombination whih is usu-
ally alled axion, and whose phenomenology is studied. In rst approximation 
onsidering only up and down quark ontributions  the axion mass is [21℄
ma =
mπfπ
fa
√
mumd
mu +md
≃ 6 eV
(
106 GeV
fa
)
, (1.6)
where mπ = 135 MeV is the neutral pion mass and fπ = 92 MeV is the pion
deay onstant. The errors in the measurements of the light quark mass ratio
establish the range mu/md = 0.30.6 for this quantity [22℄, whih translates into
a 10% unertainty on the axion mass, ma = 5.236.01 eV for fa = 10
6
GeV. The
preferred value mu/md = 0.56 gives us the result (1.6) after rounding it to 10%
auray.
In the original Peei-Quinn model, the additional hiral symmetry was im-
posed on the SM through two Higgs doublets, linking the spontaneous breaking
of U(1)PQ to the eletro-weak symmetry breaking, thus fa ∼ EEW = 246 GeV.
However, this rst attempt to solve the strong-CP problem through the Peei-
Quinn symmetry was quikly ruled out, beause the axion did not show up in
experimental data [23℄.
1
An approximate U(1) axial-vetor urrent would require the presene of a pseudosalar boson
with mass smaller than
√
3mπ, whih is not observed [19℄. This fat was onsidered a problem
before realising that the axial urrent is violated by olour anomaly [8, 9℄. Thus the θ-term in
the QCD Lagrangian solves the U(1) problem, and this provides signiane to the θ-vauum.
Of ourse, the presene of the axion is not required to solve the U(1) problem, but it helps to
reover the observed CP onservation.
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A way to save the Peei-Quinn mehanism, bypassing the experimental limits,
is to raise the parameter fa by several orders of magnitude. The sale fa suppresses
both the axion mass and ouplings, a fat that will beome more lear shortly. For
the moment it is suient to notie that sine the axion is usually introdued as a
phase in the Higgs setor, it needs to be normalised by a onstant with dimension
of energy. It is therefore the dimensionless ratio (a/fa) that always appears in
eetive Lagrangians for axions. Inreasing fa automatially lowers the axion
ouplings to SM partiles, leaving untouhed the validity of the solution to the
strong-CP problem, as we have seen before. There are several implementations
of this idea, whih are alled invisible axion models. The rst of them was the
Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov (KSVZ) axion model [24,25℄, whih we disuss
here in more detail for its simpliity. A Dira quark eld Q  a olour triplet
in the fundamental representation with no bare mass  and a SM gauge group
singlet Higgs-salar S are added to the standard model. The Lagrangian we need
is
LKSVZ =−
1
4
Gµνa Gaµν + θ̄
αs
8π
GG̃+ iQ̄γµ∂µQ + gsA
µ
aQ̄γµλaQ
− y
(
Q†LSQR +Q
†
RS
∗QL
)
+
1
2
∂µS
∗∂µS − λ
(
S∗S − v2a
)2
, (1.7)
where γµ are the Dira matries, gs is the strong interation oupling onstant,
Aµa the gluon eld, λa are the Gell-Mann matries, QL(R) is the left (right) handed
projetion of the Dira spinor, y the Yukawa oupling, λ > 0 and va ≫ EEW
are the parameters of the Mexian hat potential, the last one with dimensions of
energy. For the moment we do not take into aount the interation of Q with the
eletroweak gauge elds. Under the global hiral U(1)PQ, the elds transform as
QL → QLeiα/2 (1.8a)
QR → QRe−iα/2 (1.8b)
S → Seiα , (1.8)
leaving the Lagrangian LKSVZ invariant at the lassial level.
It is onvenient to express the salar Higgs singlet in its polar form,
S(x) = ρ(x) exp
(
i
a(x)
va
)
. (1.9)
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Figure 1.1: Triangle loop diagram for the eetive axion-gluon interation of
equation (1.12).
At energies lower than va, S rolls toward the minimum of the Mexian hat po-
tential, and we an make the substitutions ρ → va. If we limit our physis onsi-
derations to energies lower than the singlet mass, we an keep only the phase eld
a. This eld hanges as a → a + αva under PQ transformations (1.8). However,
beause of the invariane of the Lagrangian (1.7), the energy ost of this shift
is null, and therefore a is the NGB for U(1)PQ. Under this approximation, the
Lagrangian is now
L′KSVZ =−
1
4
Gµνa Gaµν + θ̄
αs
8π
GG̃+ iQ̄γµ∂µQ+ gsG
µ
aQ̄γµλaQ
− yva
(
Q†Le
i a
vaQR +Q
†
Re
−i a
vaQL
)
+
1
2
∂µa∂
µa . (1.10)
The spontaneous breaking of the Peei-Quinn symmetry produes an eetive
mass term mQ = yva for the quark eld, one the phase terms between the left
and right spinors are removed. To ahieve this, we hiral rotate the quark eld,
QL → QL exp
(
i
a
2va
)
, QR → QR exp
(
−i a
2va
)
. (1.11)
This transformation adds to the Lagrangian (1.10) the terms
δL = −∂µa
2va
Q̄γ5γ
µQ− αs
8π
a
va
GG̃ , (1.12)
where the last term is the ontribution of the olour anomaly, originating from the
triangle diagram of gure 1.1. Dealing with energy sales muh lower than mQ,
the quark eld an be integrated out, and the remaining terms of the Lagrangian
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are
LKSVZ = −
1
4
Gµνa Gaµν +
(
θ̄ − a
va
)
αs
8π
GG̃+
1
2
∂µa∂
µa , (1.13)
among whih there is the LaGG̃ term of equation (1.4).
If many heavy quark elds Q are introdued in this model, eah of them
would produe a ontribution like equation (1.12). Under a PQ-transformation,
these heavy quarks transform if a PQ harge qiPQ is assigned to them, i.e. Q
j
L →
QjL exp(iq
j
PQα/2) and Q
j
R → QjR exp(−iqjPQα/2) if S → Seiα. This leaves the La-
grangian invariant under the ondition qjPQ = 1. In the eetive Lagrangian we
dene the Peei-Quinn sale or axion deay onstant to be
fa ≡
va
N , (1.14)
where N = ∑j qjPQ ounts the number of speies that are PQ-harged, and the
form of LaGG̃ of equation (1.4) is restored.
A triangle diagram, like that of gure 1.1, an reate other anomalous ontri-
butions to equation (1.12), if the heavy quark elds are also oupled to eletroweak
gauge bosons. In the low-energy regime, this means the presene of a two-photon
oupling for the axion,
Laγγ = −
gaγγ
4
aF F̃ , (1.15)
F µν being the photon eld strength and F̃µν its dual. Anyway, beause of axion-
meson mixing, the two-photon oupling arises even if the heavy quark eld is
ompletely deoupled from the SU(2)×U(1) gauge setor. The oupling onstant
gaγγ is atually the sum of two ontributions [5℄,
gaγγ =
α
2πfa
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
qiPQ
(
qiEM
)2 − 2
3
4md +mu
md +mu
)
≡ α
2πfa
Cγ , (1.16)
where α is the ne struture onstant. The rst term is the eletromagneti anoma-
lous ontribution of the heavy quarks, qiPQ (EM) being the Peei-Quinn (eletro-
magneti) harge of the i-th Q eld, and the seond one is produed by the axion-
meson mixing. This model dependene an be parametrised with the dimensionless
quantity Cγ. In the literature, the KSVZ axion is usually dened to have no ele-
tromagneti anomaly and thus to have |Cγ| ≃ 1.95 for mu/md = 0.56. Beause of
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the unertain up and down quark mass ratio, the parameter |Cγ| ould be anywhere
between 1.92 and 2.20.
Another popular axion model was proposed by Zhitnitsky [26℄ and by Dine,
Fishler and Sredniki [27℄ and is alled the DFSZ axion. Again, the axion is
related to the phase of a Higgs-like salar singlet S whih is added to a two Higgs
doublet extension of the SM. The salar S is oupled only to the Higgs doublets
Hu and Hd in the Higgs potential,
V (Hu, Hd, S) = λu
(
Hu
†Hu − v2u
)2
+ λd
(
Hd
†Hd − v2d
)2
+ λ
(
S∗S − v2a
)2
+ χ
(
Hu
†Hu
) (
Hd
†Hd
)
+ ζ
(
Hu
†Hd
) (
Hd
†Hu
)
+
[
γu
(
Hu
†Hu
)
+ γd
(
Hd
†Hd
)]
S∗S + γ
[(
Hu
†Hd
)
S2 + h.c.
]
, (1.17)
where λu, λd, λ, χ, ζ , γu, γd and γ are real dimensionless parameters of the
potential. This potential is invariant under the PQ-transformation
Hu → HueiXu , Hd → HdeiXd , S → Sei(Xu−Xd)/2 . (1.18)
The model an equally work if the last term of the potential is γ
[(
H†uHd
)
S + h.c.
]
,
but this time γ has to have mass dimensions and the PQ-transformations have to
be adapted. The Yukawa Lagrangian is
LY = yuǫabQ̄aLH†bu uR + ydQ̄LHddR + ydL̄LHdlR + h.c. , (1.19)
where ǫ is the 2 × 2 antisymmetri matrix and, in this ase, QL and LL are
the left-handed SU(2) quark and lepton doublets of the SM. The right-handed
harged lepton omponent is lR, and the Yukawa ouplings are the ys. The vauum
expetation values (VEV) of the Higgs elds an be written as
〈Hu〉 =
1√
2
(
0
vu
)
, 〈Hd〉 =
1√
2
(
0
vd
)
, 〈S〉 = va . (1.20)
The two Higgs doublets have four degrees of freedom eah, and three of them
are SU(2) phases, while S has got just a radial exitation and a phase, like in
the KSVZ model. For phenomenologial reasons we want va ≫ v =
√
v2u + v
2
d ∼
EEW. One U(1)PQ is broken, the radial part of S freezes on its VEV, while its
phase degree of freedom remains free. At energies below the EW phase transition,
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the two Higgs doublets an be written in the unitary gauge deleting from the
theory the redundant massless degrees of freedom, whih are eaten by the gauge
bosons. At this point, the neutral orthogonal ombination of degrees of freedom
whih survives mixes with the phase of the S boson due to the last term of the
potential (1.17). In this mixing, one ombination is massive and is the Higgs boson,
while the orthogonal massless NGB is the axion a. Redening the Higgs doublets
through transformations like (1.18) to reabsorb the axion phase in the last term
of the potential (1.17), makes a reappear in the Yukawa terms (1.20). Again,
the axion phase an be reabsorbed with some hiral rotations of the fermioni
elds, produing a set of anomalous terms like equations (1.12) and (1.15), but
this time with the SM fermions instead of the heavy quark Q. In the DFSZ model,
the derivative ouplings in (1.12) play a role in the low energy theory, sine they
involve the light fermions too. The strengths of the ouplings depend on the PQ
harges Xu and Xd, and are therefore model dependent.
We presently do not know whih are the features of the high energy model
whih gives origin to the axion. However, we an adhere to the proposal of Georgi,
Kaplan and Randall [28℄, and write a generi low energy eetive theory. In the
range between EEW and ΛQCD, the Lagrangian is
La =
1
2
∂µa∂
µa− a
fa
αs
8π
GG̃− gaγγ
4
aF F̃ − ∂µa
2fa
∑
f
Cf ψ̄fγ5γ
µψf . (1.21)
All the model dependenies are hidden in the oupling oeients gaγγ and Cf ,
where the index f runs over all the SM fermions. The denition of the axion-
photon oupling onstant gaγγ is provided by equation (1.16). In partiular, the
KSVZ model predits Cf = 0 for all the leptons and the ordinary quarks at tree
level. In the DFSZ model, the oupling oeient to eletrons is Ce = cos
2 (β) /3,
while the ouplings to the up and down quarks are respetively Cu = sin
2 (β) /3
and Cd = cos
2 (β) /3, where β is the ratio of the vauum expetation values of the
two Hu and Hd elds [22℄. Below ΛQCD, gluons and quarks onne so we have to
write an eetive Lagrangian inluding the ouplings to nuleons and mesons,
La =
1
2
∂µa∂
µa−m2af 2a
[
1− cos
(
a
fa
)]
− gaγγ
4
aF F̃ − ∂µa
2fa
∑
f
Cf ψ̄fγ5γ
µψf + Laπ .
(1.22)
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The potential is the same of equation (1.5) up to a reparametrisation. This time,
the sum over f overs the light SM leptons and the nuleons. The oupling o-
eients for axion-proton and axion-neutron interations are Cp = −0.55 and
Cn = 0.14 for mu/md = 0.3 and Cp = −0.37 and Cn = −0.05 for mu/md = 0.6
in the KSVZ model [22℄. The DFSZ axion has ouplings to nuleons of the same
order whih depend also on β [22℄. Among the interations with mesons, only the
pion-axion one is interesting for our purposes. Therefore in Lagrangran (1.22) we
express Laπ as [22℄
Laπ =
∂µa
fa
Cπ
fπ
(
π0π+∂µπ− + π0π−∂µπ+ − 2π+π−∂µπ0
)
, (1.23)
where Cπ is again a model dependent onstant.
1.2 Enlarging the parameter spae:
axion-like partiles
As explained in the previous setion, several axion models exist, eah of them sol-
ving the strong CP problem, but providing dierent ouplings to the SM partiles.
Moreover, the PQ-mehanism works for every value of fa, and the lues about
the harateristi PQ-sale are only speulative. The experimental searh for the
axion requires therefore not only to explore many orders of magnitude in fa or
ma, but even to san the model dependenies held in the oupling oeients of
Lagrangians (1.21) and (1.22).
After the seminal paper by Sikivie [29℄, the most relevant axion diret searhes
try to exploit the two-photon oupling. However, as we will show in the next
setion, the disovery task is tough, the axion being very weekly oupled for the
allowed range of fa. Anyway, this kind of experiments ould nd in priniple any
kind of pseudosalar partile φ oupled to photons through a term like
L = −1
4
gφφFµνF̃
µν , (1.24)
whih mimis the axion-photon interation (1.15) [30, 31℄. Therefore, the interest
on suh hypothetial partiles that ould ouple to two photons has risen in the
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last years, and the name axion-like partile (ALP) has been oined for them. These
ALPs an in priniple also ouple to other partiles besides photons, however we
will always deal with the interation Lagrangian (1.24), as it is typially the most
important one for the phenomenology at low energies. We will omment about
other possible ouplings at the end of hapter 4.
ALPs are even more interesting on the theoretial side, as they an arise in the
low energy spetrum of many extensions of the SM. An ALP an appear in a theory
as a PNGB of a ontinuous global symmetry. Examples of these symmetries are
related to partile avour [32℄, lepton number [33,34℄ or the R-symmetry in super-
symmetry [35, 36℄. When a ontinuous global symmetry is spontaneously broken,
massless NGBs appear in the low energy theory as phases of the high energy degrees
of freedom. Sine phases are dimensionless, the anonially normalised theory at
low energies always involves the ombination φ/fφ, where φ is the NGB eld and
fφ is a sale lose to the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) sale. The ALP
ould be for instane related to the generation of right-handed neutrino masses,
and hene have a deay onstant at an intermediate sale, like fφ ∼ 10101012 GeV;
alternatively it ould be assoiated with a grand-uniation theory (GUT), and
have a deay onstant at the orresponding sale fφ ∼ 1015 GeV. From the no-
hair theorem, we know up to some extent that blak-hole dynamis violates global
symmetry onservation. Therefore unbroken global symmetries an not exist in
theories with gravity, and we should have PNGBs instead of NGBs. There are
many possibilities for breaking the shift symmetry besides gravity eets, explii-
tly or spontaneously, perturbatively or non-perturbatively.
Moreover, the observation that in string theory ALPs appear in all ompati-
ations has raised even more attention to them [37℄. These so-alled string axions
share the NGB properties (having a shift symmetry and being periodi) but with
the natural size of fφ being the string sale.
The fat that the ALP aquires a mass implies that in the model Lagrangian
a potential has to be inluded. Taking inspiration from the axion ase, the ALP
potential an typially be parametrized as
V (φ) = m2φf
2
φ
[
1− cos
(
φ
fφ
)]
. (1.25)
If the dynamis expliitly breaking the assoiated global ontinuous symmetry have
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a harateristi sale Λ, the ALP mass is parametrially small, sine it is suppressed
by powers of Λ/fφ. The phenomenology of the SM requires Λ to be related to
physis beyond the eletroweak sale, i.e. Λ & TeV (whih implies mφ ≫ ma
for fφ = fa), or to belong to a hidden setor. We have here no preoneptions
regarding ALP mass, for it depends on the unknown ratio of two unonstrained
energy sales.
The dimensionful oupling parameter gφ in equation (1.24) an be parametrised
as
gφ ≡
α
2π
Cγ
fφ
. (1.26)
In the simplest ase Cγ is an integer, but this is not true in general when the
ALP mixes, either kinetially or via symmetry-breaking eets with other ALPs
or with pseudosalar mesons. For string axions, the oupling to photons is related
via a loop fator to either the string sale or the Plank sale, or it ould be even
weaker, so an ALP with a large oupling would restrit the string sale to be low.
For string and eld theoretial models the most interesting values are therefore
gφ ∼ 10−1110−15 GeV−1, ∼ 10−19 GeV−1 and ∼ 10−21 GeV−1 orresponding to
intermediate, GUT or Plank sales.
We will adhere to the phenomenologial approah to leave the ALP parameters
mφ and gφ free to span many orders of magnitude, exploring the onsequenes of
the presene of these partiles in order to limit the ALP parameter spae, or to
nd hints of their existene.
1.3 A ompendium of limits
The searh for axions and ALPs has not yet been suessful. Up to now we have
only indiations about where these salars are not and some hints about where
they ould hide. The present bounds on the axion mass, and onsequently on the
PQ-sale, are plotted in gure 1.2. These bounds are indiative, as the ouplings
an hange aording to the axion model, but they give a piture of the situation,
espeially onsidering O(1) oupling oeients. The red and brown bounds in
the rst line, labelled Cold DM, Topologial defet deay and Hot DM are
the bounds provided by osmology and we will thoroughly disuss them in the next
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Figure 1.2: Axion limits. The red bounds in the rst line ome from osmologial
onsiderations. The blue ones in the seond line are due to diret measurements.
The green limits refer to astrophysial arguments related to stellar evolution.
These bounds are desribed in more detail in the text. The dotted ellipse suggest
the values of ma that ould help tting reent white dwarf ooling data.
hapters. The blue bounds in the seond line ome from diret measurements of
astrophysial and osmologial quantities and from experiments, while the green
ones are related to astrophysis.
As we have already mentioned, very soon after it was proposed the axion was
ruled out in the keVMeV mass range. Measurements of heavy quarkonium state
deays or of nulear de-exitations and beam dump or reator experiments have
found no evidene for an axion oupled to fermions or nuleons up to fa & 10
4
GeV,
whih in term of mass is ma . 0.6 keV [7℄. Pure partile physis experiments
an only test values fa in a rather low energy range. The bound they put dies
out when fa is high enough to fade the prodution and detetion probabilities
through the suppression of the axion ouplings. In gure 1.2 this bound is labelled
Laboratory.
The Telesope region, ma = 327 eV and fa = 2.3 × 1052.1 × 106 GeV, is
exluded by the non-observation of photons that ould be related to the reli ax-
ion deay a→ γγ in the spetrum of galaxies and in the extragalati bakground
light [3841℄. The Axion Dark Matter eXperiment (ADMX) has provided some
onstraints in the region ma = 1.93.5 µeV, whih translates into fa = 1.8× 1012
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3.3×1012 GeV, after the sensitivity to test the axion was almost reahed [42℄. This
ollaboration is looking for axion dark matter (DM) using an halosope. We will
desribe this instrument in the next hapter. The plans of the ADMX ollabora-
tion are to san the mass range enlosed in the dashed region alled ADMX in
gure 1.2 after some upgrades [4345℄. The two latter limits are losely related to
osmology and to the axion being a DM omponent, we will therefore refer again
to them in the following hapters.
Stars represent a proli environment for the prodution of light and weakly-
oupled partiles, as we have learned for example in the neutrino ase [46℄. The sun
is surely the brightest axion soure in the sky. A photon an onvert into an axion
if it interats with an external magneti or eletri eld by means of the two-photon
oupling of equation (1.15) as in gure 1.3 [47℄. This is the so alled Primako
eet, whih was rst proposed for the reation of mesons in the eletri eld of
nulei [48℄. Therefore, the high onentration of thermal photons, together with
the strong eletromagneti elds of the stellar plasma, makes the sun, and stars
in general, a rih soil for axion and ALP prodution. The total axion luminosity,
alulated using the standard solar model, is La ∼ (gaγγ/10−10 GeV−1)210−3L⊙,
where L⊙ = 3.90×1025 W is the solar luminosity in photons [49℄. To detet the ux
of axions, several solar axion telesopes, like SUMICO [50℄ and CAST [51℄, have
been built. These heliosopes are essentially vauum pipes. They are permeated
by a strong magneti eld to exploit the inverse Primako eet to onvert axions
bak into photons [29℄. Axions an enter the telesope beause of their very weak
interation with matter, and suessively be deteted one they have osillated into
photons. Among the heliosopes, CAST urrently gives the strongest onstraints:
its results exlude the part of the axion parameter spae, ma = 0.390.64 eV and
fa = 9.8 × 1061.6 × 107 GeV, labelled CAST. Reently, a new proposal for an
axion heliosope has appeared, the International AXion Observatory (IAXO) [52℄.
The hope is to improve the sensitivity to gaγγ of at least one order of magnitude
with respet to CAST and therefore, in the most optimisti senario, to explore
the area labelled IAXO whih is enlosed by the blue dashed line.
Waiting for IAXO and its results, the best upper limits on the axion mass in
gure 1.2 ome from stellar evolution arguments. A globular luster is a gravi-
tationally bound system of stars. The stars belonging to a globular luster have
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Figure 1.3: Diagram of the Primako eet.
approximately the same age and they dier only in their initial mass. Sine the
more massive a star is, the faster it evolves, a globular luster gives the possibility
to study a broad sample of stellar evolution stages and to estimate how long eah
phase lasts. In partiular, if axions are produed inside a star and esape, they
provide an additional ooling hannel, besides the photon and neutrino ones. If
there are more eient energy release hannels, the nulear fuel onsumption has
to be faster, and thus the ageing quiker. Counting the stars in eah evolution
stage inside a globular luster permits us to study how fast the fuel onsumption
is and therefore to put bounds on the prodution of axions in stellar ores. The
best onstraints ome from the stars whih have reahed the helium burning phase,
whih are alled horizontal branh (HB) stars beause of the position they oupy
in the Hertzsprung-Russel diagram. The non-standard energy loss prolongs the
red giant (RG) phase and shortens the HB one [46℄. Counting the RG and the HB
stars in globular lusters and omparing the two numbers it is possible to evaluate
the axion prodution rate in stars, and to obtain the two HB Stars bounds in
gure 1.2. In partiular, if the axion is diretly oupled to the eletron, i.e. Ce is
O(1), it has a signiant prodution hannel more whih is reeted in the broader
exlusion bound. HB stars have a typial ore temperature of T ∼ 108 K ∼ 10 keV.
The thermal distribution of photons, averaged over the large volume of the star,
still inludes many γs that are energeti enough to eiently produe axions if
their mass is not ma & 300 keV, whih is where the HB bounds stop.
Also supernova explosions (SN) are used to put limits on axions. Stars with
68 M⊙ mass or more reah the ultimate phase of the proessing of nulear fuel,
reating an iron nuleus. Iron has the largest binding energy per nuleon and
therefore annot be eiently burnt inside a star. It does not ontribute to produe
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the radiation pressure neessary to ontrast the gravitational pull and to maintain
the hydrostati equilibrium. If the iron ore reahes a ritial mass, it ollapses
under its own weight. One the nulear density is reahed the ollapse stops and
the boune produes a shok wave that expels the outer layers in a ore-ollapse
SN explosion. In the ollapse, eletrons are jammed inside protons foring inverse
β-deays e−+p+ → n+νe: a neutron star forms and lots of neutrinos are reated.
The density of matter in a SN ore is so high, that even neutrinos remain trapped
and it takes some time before they an diuse out [46℄. After SN 1987A, 24 neutrino
events were measured above the bakground in about 10 s. Their distribution in
energy and time agrees well with the standard piture for type II SNe. A partile
with a weaker matter interation than the neutrino would provide a more eient
energy dissipation hannel than the standard ones. If this is the ase, the neutrino
burst duration would have been shorter than what was measured. In suh a high
nuleon density environment, axions would be produed by virtue of their nuleon
oupling in reations like N +N → N +N + a. In gure 1.2, the upper bound on
the axion mass of SN 1987A, ma < 16 meV, thus fa > 4× 108 GeV, omes from
this burst duration argument. Lighter axions, and thus less oupled ones, would
not be eiently produed and thus they would have not signiantly aeted the
timing of SN 1987A neutrino events [49℄. On the other side, if axions ouple muh
more strongly to matter, they ould be trapped inside the ore, and the neutrino
burst would have suered little or no modiation. This is why the SN 1987A
bound stops at low fa. However, in this ase some axions are emitted and it would
have been possible to detet them in the Kamiokande II experiment thanks to the
nulear reation a +16O →16O∗ →16O + γ. The region labelled Kamioka 16O is
exluded by the non-observation of these events [53℄. The SN 1987A bounds are
very unertain and have to be taken with a grain of salt. They are partiularly
interesting if the axion has not a diret oupling with the eletron, for the stronger
limits oming from HB stars are not valid in this ase.
Most of the bounds just desribed are also valid in the ALP ase, as they are
diretly onstraining gaγγ and thus gφ. Moreover, those based on measurements
of the oupling to eletrons or nuleons an also be used to onstrain ALPs, one
they are translated to the eetive ALP-fermion oupling mediated by photons.
Beause of their larger parameter spae, ALPs have a riher phenomenology and
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Figure 1.4: ALP limits. The blue regions are onstrained by partile
physis experiments. In green are the astrophysis related limits, in partiular
CAST+SUMICO are heliosope measurements. The laser experiments exlude
the yellow region. Halosopes have explored the brown region and in red are the
bounds provided by osmology. The dotted ellipses suggest the values of the pa-
rameter spae whih should haraterise a pseudosalar partile in order to solve
some astrophysial onundrums. The band of axion models inludes values of Cγ
between 0.6 and 6.
more onstraining experiments and observations than the axion. Figure 1.4, where
we olleted the most relevant ALP bounds, provides a panorami view of the ALP
parameter spae, in omparison with the blak-dashed band whih represents the
axion models, whose entral value is the KSVZ axion and the shading overs the
interval 0.6 . Cγ . 6.
The bounds related to osmology are plotted in red and they will be explained
in the next hapters, together with the brown onstraints that ome from the
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searh for ALP DM with ADMX and other halosopes. In blue are the bounds
oming from partile physis experiments, in green astrophysial observations and
arguments. The yellow area is onstrained by laser experiments dediated to the
searh for ALPs.
Partile physis experiments, as in the axion ase, an set onstraints only for
quite strongly oupled partiles and they pile up in the upper part of gure 1.4.
They are very useful anyway, for they an test larger mass than astrophysis.
In gure 1.4 we draw in blue the exlusion bounds due to Υ deay and positro-
nium annihilation into invisible hannels, labelled respetively Υ → γ + inv and
e
+
e
−
→ γ + inv. The beam dump experiments performed in SLAC exlude the
path labelled Beam dump [54, 55℄.
Astrophysis plays a entral role in onstraining the ALP ase. The HB bound
on gaγγ desribed before is diretly appliable to ALP photon oupling, and it is
plotted in gure 1.4 in light green and labelled HB. The SN 1987A gives some
onstraints too. The rst one, labelled SN, is given by the duration of the mea-
sured neutrino pulse, as in the axion ase, and was derived in [30℄. The seond
bound related to SN 1987A is labelled SN γ burst and it is related to the trans-
pareny of the dense SN ore to the ALP propagation. If an ALP exists in this
region of the parameter spae, it would be produed during the ore ollapse and
it would subsequently esape from it. Then, the propagating ALPs an osillate
into high energy photons interating with the galati magneti eld, and nally
deteted on earth. Sine no γ-ray pulse was measured in orrespondene of SN
1987A, the SN γ burst region an be exluded [56℄. However the SN bounds
an be onsidered rather weak, as they rely on an insuient understanding of
the SN dynamis and, in the ases just disussed, of the ALP emission from a
nulear-density environment.
The CAST heliosope onstrains a large part of ALP parameter spae. The
Japanese experiment SUMICO gives also a bound in a small part of the parameter
spae not onstrained by CAST [50℄. Their limits are both plotted in dull green
in gure 1.4 and labelled CAST+SUMICO. It is interesting to notie in this
piture how it is atually diult to reah the sensitivity to onstrain the axion.
In partiular, just a orner of the bound penetrates the axion model stripe, whih
implies the slimness of the CAST bound in gure 1.2.
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A light shining through the wall (LSW) experiment is the table-top version of
an heliosope, in the sense that in this ase the soure is not the sun but a high
intensity laser. The experiment onsists of a pipe divided in two by an opaque
barrier, the wall, in a prodution setion and a detetion one. In both of them a
high vauum has been reated and an intense magneti eld imposed. The beam
of photons emitted by the laser passes through the magneti eld before ending
its run against the wall, onverting some of the photons of the beam into ALPs
via the Primako eet. Beause of their feeble oupling, ALPs an ross the
wall passing into the detetion setion, where they have to be onverted bak into
photons interating with the magneti eld before being nally deteted [57℄. The
yellow path labelled ALPS in gure 1.4 shows the onstraints of the latest LSW,
the Any Light Partile Searh (ALPS) [58℄.
Measuring hanges in polarization is a dierent approah to laser experiments
[47, 59℄. Again, the laser beam passes through an intense magneti eld. The
omponent of the vetor potential parallel to the magneti eld eetively mixes
with the pseudosalar eld and it is partially absorbed and retarded. This auses
a light beam, linearly polarised at a given angle with the magneti eld, to rotate
a small amount beause of the absorptive proess and to gain a small elliptiity
due to the dispersion eet. Therefore, if pseudosalar partiles oupled to two
photons exist, a magneti eld indues respetively dihroism and birefringene
on the magnetised vauum. Both eets are proportional to the square of the
magneti eld and of the photon oupling gφ. Moreover, the aquired elliptiity is
proportional to m2φ [60℄. The QED bakground proesses are virtual pair reation
for birefringene [61℄ and photon splitting for dihroism [62℄. Both of them are very
suppressed, espeially the photon splitting, thus measuring signiant magneto-
optial properties of the vauum would be a signal of the existene of partiles
oupled to two photons. The best onstraints on these phenomena are provided
by the Polarizzazione del Vuoto on LASer (PVLAS) experiment, whose results are
shown in gure 1.4 in the yellow zone labelled PVLAS [63℄. In partiular, this
refers to the birefringene measurements, for the dihroism ones are ompletely
superseded by ALPS results.
Finally, theMWD region is onstrained by similar onsideration, but powered
by the high energy phenomena whih sometimes haraterise the astrophysial
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environments. In the past deades many white dwarfs with very strong magneti
elds  up to 1010 G  were disovered. We all these objets magnetised white
dwarfs (MWD). The polarisation of light oming from MWD is strongly inuened
by the magneti eld. A typial fration of 5% of the light is irularly polarised,
as required to eletromagneti waves propagating in a magnetised atmosphere,
while the linearly polarised fration is something less but of the same order, and
ould be explained by photon-ALP onversion. If ALPs with mφ . 10
−6
eV and
gφ & 10
−11
GeV
−1
exist, the linearly polarised fration of light would be larger
than 5% for MWDs with B = 109 G, and onsequently this region has to be
exluded [64℄. The bound an improve by more than an order of magnitude for
the oupling to photons  up to gφ ∼ 10−12 GeV−1  if the data about the MWD
with the strongest magneti eld, B ∼ 1010 G, are onrmed [64℄.
1.4 Where ould axions and ALPs hide?
Until now eah axion and ALP searh has been unfruitful, providing only exlusion
bounds. However, besides the phenomenologial need to have an axion in order
to solve the strong CP problem, there are some observational hints about whih
regions of the parameter spae ould hide an axion or an ALP. We draw dashed
ellipses in gures 1.2 and 1.4 to highlight the regions of parameter spae suggested
by these observations.
Reently, the measurement of TeV photons from very far soures  namely
some ative galati nulei (AGN)  has puzzled astrophysiists [65,66℄. Very high
energy photons should inelastially satter with the bakground light produing
e+e− pairs. They should be rapidly absorbed by the intergalati medium and
we should observe none of them if oming from very far soures. Of ourse, it
ould be that the spetrum of the soure is muh harder than we expet or that
we overestimate the amount of bakground photons in the medium. However, it
ould also be that these TeV photons, interating with the extragalati magneti
eld, osillate into ALPs, then esape the absorption and nally, one onverted
bak into the photon form, are deteted by our telesopes [6769℄. To solve this
transpareny issue, this mehanism needs an ALP with very low mass, mφ ∼
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10−1210−9, and oupling greater than gφ ∼ 10−12 GeV−1 [56℄. Of ourse, muh
about these onsiderations depends on the assumptions on the soure and on the
extragalati magneti eld. Espeially the strength of the latter has to be assumed
very lose to the upper limit to have an appreiable eet. To avoid this problem,
one an assume the photon-ALP onversion to happen in the regions around the
soure and in our galaxy, where the magneti elds are better known [70,71℄. We
have nevertheless to notie that if the onstraint oming from MWD is solid, not
too muh spae is left for ALPs to solve the transpareny of the universe problem.
But even if this is the ase, the ALP-photon onversion aets the polarisation of
distant astrophysial soures and, one some more information about the oherent
omponents on the intergalati magneti eld are obtained, it will be possible
to extrat some useful limits from AGNs [72, 73℄ and other elestial objets, like
quasars [74℄.
Astrophysis provides another very interesting lue related to the evolution of
white dwarf stars. It seems that if the axion has a diret oupling to eletrons
and a deay onstant fa ∼ 109 GeV, it provides an additional energy-loss hannel
that permits to obtain a ooling rate that better ts the white dwarf luminosity
funtion than the standard one [75℄. The seleted mass range is in the meV range
and gaγγ ∼ 10−12 GeV−1. The hadroni axion would also help in tting the data,
but in this ase a stronger value for gaγγ is required to perturbatively produe an
eletron oupling of the required strength.
Finally, axions and ALPs are also perfet dark matter andidates. We will
devote a large setion of hapter 2 to this topi.
After the presentation made in this hapter, we will deal from now on with the
osmologial bounds. Sine many of the topis that will be treated involve both
axions and ALPs, we will refer to them using the term pseudosalars when they
are on the same level. We also want to underline that in the following disussion
gaγγ and gφ are phenomenologially equivalent.
CHAPTER 2
Establishing an axion or ALP reli
population
In order to obtain information about the axion and its ALP relatives from os-
mologial onsiderations it is rst of all neessary to understand if a primordial
population of pseudosalars an be established. Several mehanisms an ahieve
this task and they will be desribed in setions 2.1 and 2.2. Setions 2.3 and 2.4 deal
with the ways a pseudosalar population an disappear from the osmi plasma.
In the rest of the dissertation we will deal with a at Robertson-Walker metri
ds2 = dt2 − R2(t)
(
dr2 + r2dϑ2 + r2 sin2 ϑ2dϕ2
)
, (2.1)
where R is the osmi sale fator, whih has length dimensions, t is the time
oordinate, r is the dimensionless radial omoving oordinate, and (ϑ, ϕ) are the
dimensionless omoving angular oordinates. The osmi sale fator is growing
in time, representing the expansion of the universe. A useful way of measuring
the expansion is through the redshift z, whih measures the ratio between the
wavelength λe of a light signal emitted at time te and the wavelength λd of the
same signal deteted at time td, and it is dened to be
1 + z =
λd
λe
=
R(td)
R(te)
. (2.2)
The redshift of a signal measured today is also a pratial way to refer to osmo-
logial time sales. From the present temperature of the CMB, T0 = 2.73 K =
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2.35× 10−13 GeV, the temperature at a given redshift is easily obtained with the
formula T = T0(1 + z) if we assume no heating of the thermal bath.
The expansion rate is dened to be
H(t) ≡ Ṙ(t)
R(t)
(2.3)
where the dot stands for the time derivative. The Friedmann equation links H
with the energy density of the universe ρ,
H2 =
8π
3
ρ
m2Pl
, (2.4)
the Plank mass being mPl = 1.2211 × 1019 GeV. In the radiation dominated
universe, the energy density is
ρ =
π2
30
g∗(T )T
4 , (2.5)
whih depends on the temperature T , and the equation (2.4) beomes
H ≃ 1.66g∗(T )1/2
T 2
mPl
. (2.6)
We will refer very often to this form for H . The T dependent quantity g∗ is the
number of relativisti internal degrees of freedom, whih is plotted in gure 2.1.
Its denition is
g∗(T ) =
∑
i=bosons
gi
(
Ti
T
)4
+
7
8
∑
i=fermions
gi
(
Ti
T
)4
, (2.7)
where the indies i run over the bosons and fermions with temperature Ti and gi
internal degrees of freedom, whih are relativisti when the photon temperature
is T .
The ritial energy density
ρc = 3
(H0mPl)
2
8π
= 10.5 h2
keV
cm3
, (2.8)
where H0 = 100 h km s
−1 Mpc−1 is the present value of the expansion rate and
h ≃ 0.7 is its present-day normalized value, denes the energy density of a at
universe expanding at H0 rate. It an be used as a unit of measure for the energy
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Figure 2.1: The number of relativisti internal degrees of freedom g∗ (solid) and
the number of relativisti entropy degrees of freedom g∗S (dashed) as funtions
of temperature.
density of the dierent onstituents of the universe. Thus, dening the present
ratios Ωr = ρr/ρc, Ωm = ρm/ρc, and ΩΛ = ρΛ/ρc respetively for radiation, matter
and vauum energy, the expansion rate an be onveniently expressed as a funtion
of the redshift with
H(z) = H0
√
Ωr(1 + z)4 + Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ , (2.9)
if there are no reations onverting one energy form into the other.
The entropy density of the radiation dominated universe is
s =
2π2
45
g∗S(T )T
3 , (2.10)
and g∗S are the number of relativisti entropy degrees of freedom,
g∗S(T ) =
∑
i=bosons
gi
(
Ti
T
)3
+
7
8
∑
i=fermions
gi
(
Ti
T
)3
, (2.11)
whih is also plotted in gure 2.1. For all the usual osmologial quantities, like g∗
and g∗S, we follow the denitions of The Early Universe by Kolb and Turner [76℄.
We also dene omoving quantities saling out the eet of the universe expansion.
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Therefore, omoving quantities hange only in fore of physial proesses whih
are not the strething of spae-time. Some examples are the omoving entropy
S = sR3, the omoving number density N = nR3 and omoving momentum
K = kR.
2.1 Prodution mehanisms I: non-thermal relis
Soon after the invisible axion proposal, it was reognised that this new partile is
a perfet DM andidate. The spontaneous breaking of the PQ-symmetry and the
onsequent phase-transition, whih shifts the vauum of the theory to the minimum
of the potential (1.5), provides the axion with an eient non-thermal prodution
mehanism [7779℄. This realignment mehanism was later proposed also for the
non-thermal produtions of string axions [8083℄, general ALPs [84℄ and hidden
photons [85℄. More reently, the realignment mehanism for hidden photons and
ALPs has been reviewed in [3℄. Here it is also shown that one produed, a
population of very light non-thermal dark matter partiles is extremely diult to
reabsorb in the primordial plasma.
2.1.1 Realignment mehanism
In the realignment mehanism a eld, whih in the early universe an take a
random initial state, rolls down towards the minimum of the potential. One it
has reahed the bottom, it overshoots the minimum and starts to osillate around
it. If the quanta of the eld are osmologially stable, these osillations behave as
a old dark matter uid. Their energy density in fat is diluted by the expansion
of the universe as ρ ∝ R−3.
The simplest example is that of a salar eld φ of mass mφ with Lagrangian
L = 1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ− 1
2
m2φφ
2 + LI , (2.12)
where LI enodes interations of the salar eld with itself and the rest of partiles
in the primordial bath. In general, the mass reeives thermal orretions from LI
whih might be ruial, thus mφ = mφ(t) should be understood. In eah ausally
onneted path of the universe the salar eld has an initial value, φi. If ination
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Figure 2.2: Numerial solution of equation (2.13) (solid) and the evolution of
log10(mφ/H) (dashed) for the values used in the equation.
already happened, φ is uniformly equal to φi in the whole observable universe. The
equation of motion in the expanding universe for the homogeneous omponent of
φ  alled the zero mode  is obtained negleting the gradient eets,
φ̈+ 3Hφ̇+m2φφ = 0 . (2.13)
Its solution an be separated into two regimes. In a rst epoh, 3H ≫ mφ, so φ is
an overdamped osillator and gets frozen, φ̇ = 0. At a later time, t1, haraterized
by 3H(t1) = mφ(t1) ≡ m1, the damping beomes underritial and the eld an
roll down the potential and starts to osillate. During this epoh, the mass term
is the leading sale in the equation and the solution an be found in the WKB
approximation,
φ ≃ φi
(
m1R
3
1
mφR3
)1/2
cos
(
∫ t
t1
mφ dt
)
, (2.14)
where φ(t1) ∼ φi, sine up to t1 the eld evolution is frozen. Note that to obtain
this solution only the denition of H = Ṙ/R has been taken into aount, not
its atual time dependene, and so it is valid for radiation, matter, and vauum
energy dominated phases of the universe and their transitions. Figure 2.2 shows a
numerial solution of equation (2.13).
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The approximate solution (2.14) orresponds to fast osillations with a slow
amplitude deay. Dening this amplitude A(t) = φi(m1R31/mφR3)1/2 and the
phase α(t) =
∫ t
mφ(t)dt, the energy density of the salar eld is
ρφ =
1
2
φ̇2 +
1
2
m2φφ
2 =
1
2
m2φA2 + ... , (2.15)
where the dots stand for terms involving derivatives of A, whih by assumption
are muh smaller than mφ, beause mφ ≫ H in this regime. The pressure is then
pφ =
1
2
φ̇2 − 1
2
m2φφ
2 = −1
2
m2φA2 cos (2α)−AȦmφ sin (2α) + Ȧ2 cos2 (α) . (2.16)
When the eld just starts to osillate the equation of state is a non-trivial and
strongly time dependent funtion. However, at muh later times, t ≫ t1, the
osillations in the pressure our at time sales 1/mφ, muh faster than the os-
mologial evolution. We an therefore take an average over these osillations, and
the pressure is then
〈pφ〉 = 〈Ȧ2 cos2 (α)〉 =
1
2
Ȧ2 . (2.17)
At leading order in Ȧ/(Am), the equation of state is just
w = 〈p〉/〈ρ〉 ≃ 0 , (2.18)
whih is exatly that of non-relativisti matter.
It follows from equation (2.14) that the energy density in a omoving volume,
ρφR
3
, is not onserved if the salar mass hanges in time. However, the quantity
Nφ =
ρφR
3
mφ
=
1
2
m1R
3
1φ
2
i , (2.19)
is onstant, and an be interpreted as a omoving number of non-relativisti quanta
of mass mφ. We an use this onservation to ompute the energy density today to
obtain
ρφ(t0) = m0
Nφ
R30
≃ 1
2
m0m1φ
2
i
(
R1
R0
)3
, (2.20)
where quantities with a 0-subsript are evaluated at present time.
Through the onservation of omoving entropy S, the dilution fator (R1/R)
3
in equation (2.20) an be expressed as
(
R1
R
)3
=
g∗S(T )T
3
g∗S(T1)T 31
. (2.21)
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Figure 2.3: The funtion F(T ), used in equations (2.22).
Using the expression for the Hubble onstant in the radiation dominated era,
equation (2.6), and the denition of T1, 3H(T1) = m1, T1 an be written in terms
ofm1 and the Plank mass. In this way, equation (2.20) for the matter density from
the misalignement mehanism today an then be expressed in a more quantitative
way as
ρφ,0 ≃
(
0.17
keV
cm3
)
√
m0
eV
√
m0
m1
(
φi
1011GeV
)2
F(T1) , (2.22a)
Ωφ ≃
(
0.016 h−2
)
√
m0
eV
√
m0
m1
(
φi
1011GeV
)2
F(T1) , (2.22b)
where F(T1) ≡ (g∗(T1)/3.36)
3
4 (g∗S(T1)/3.91)
−1
is a smooth funtion ranging from
1 to ∼ 0.3 in the interval T1 ∈ (T0, 200GeV), and it is plotted in gure 2.3. The
quantity Ωφ = ρφ,0/ρc is the fration of energy density of the universe in ALPs.
The abundane is most sensitive to the initial amplitude of the osillations, being
proportional to φ2i , and to a lesser degree to the present mass value m0. The fator
1/
√
m1 reets the damping of the osillations in the expanding universe: the later
the osillations start, i.e. the smaller T1 and therefore H1 and m1, the less damped
they are for a given m0.
If we ompare the above estimate with the DM density measured by WMAP
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and other large sale struture probes [86℄,
ρCDM = 1.17
keV
cm3
, ΩCDM = 0.11 h
−2 , (2.23)
it seems that only very large values of φi an provide a ρφ,0 that aounts for all
the dark matter. However, a relatively small φi ould be ompensated by a small
m1 ≪ m0.
It is now neessary to provide a model for the thermal mass of the pseudosalar
partile to ompare the estimate (2.22a) with the observed abundane (2.23). For
the potential (1.25), the ALP satises the equation of motion (2.13) as long as the
angle ϕ ≡ φ/fφ is small. The inauray of the quadrati approximation an be
anyway ured by an additional orretion fator to (2.22a). This is normally an
O(1) fator exept if we ne tune the initial ondition to ϕ = π.
Figure 2.4 represents the region of the parameter spae of ALPs in whih the
realignament mehanism ould provide a suient prodution of DM. The allowed
regions of ALP dark matter in the mφgφ plane in gure 2.4 an be obtained using
φi = ϕi
αCγ
2πgφ
(2.24)
with ϕi = φi/fφ, the initial misalignment angle, whose range is restrited to values
between −π and +π. The model dependent fator Cγ will from now on be taken
to be unity for presentation purposes, but the reader should keep in mind that
in priniple it an assume a very dierent value aording to the model it omes
from. To tune the right DM abundane we have used the a priori unknown value
of ϕi. The upper bound on gφ reets the fat that ϕi annot be larger than
π, and thus assumes ϕi ∼ π. Moving to lower values of gφ requires ination
happening after SSB in order to have a homogeneous small value of ϕi whih is
inreasingly ne-tuned to zero to avoid over-abundant DM prodution. In this
sense the values losest to the boundary, orresponding to the largest values of
the photon oupling, an be onsidered the most natural ones. We will further
omment on the ne-tuning issue later on.
In the simplest realization of an ALP model, the mass reeives no thermal
orretions, thus mφ is onstant throughout the universe expansion and the DM
yield an be inferred diretly from equation (2.22a) using m1 = m0. In gure 2.4
it is the dark red region labelled m0 = m1.
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Figure 2.4: Axion and ALP DM from the realignment mehanism. The axion
model band is plotted as in gure 1.4. The regions of the ALP parameter spae
in whih the realignment mehanism provides suient  or too large  DM
abundane are plotted in dierent red gradations for dierent thermal mass mod-
els. The pink region fulls the minimum requirement for non-thermal produed
ALP to behave like CDM. The grey region over the part of parameter spae in
whih the ALP lifetime, whih is provided by equation (2.36), is shorter than the
age of the universe. The turquoise regions have been tested by halosopes and
no ALPs have been found. As a referene, the HB upper bound is plotted as a
dotted line.
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If the global symmetry assoiated to the ALP is anomalous, then the mass is
provided by the instantoni potential just as the η′ or the axion aquire their mass
thanks to QCD instantons. The ALP needs in priniple another unbroken SU(N)
group, whih ondenses at a sale Λ. If T is the temperature of the SU(N) setor,
then the thermal ALP mass is
mφ ≃









Λ′2
fφ
≡ m0 for T ≪ Λ ,
m0
(
Λ′′
T
)β
for T ≫ Λ .
(2.25)
It makes sense to naively assume Λ′ ∼ Λ′′ ∼ Λ, while the preise relation among
these sales depends on the details of the model. At temperatures larger than
Λ, eletri-sreening damps long range orrelations in the plasma and thus the
instantoni ongurations, resulting in a derease of the ALP mass. In spei
models the exponent β an be obtained for instane from instanton alulations,
but here it is left as a free parameter. Assuming the onset of ALP oherent
osillations to happen in the mass suppression regime, it is easy to obtain an
expression for m0/m1 whih is the expeted enhanement in the DM abundane,
√
m0
m1
=
(√
m0mPl
Λ′′
)
β
β+2
(3× 1.66√g∗1)
−β
2β+4
(2.26)
and the fator that ontrols the enhanement is
√
m0mPl
Λ′′
∼ Λ
′
Λ′′
√
mPl
fφ
. (2.27)
These models an provide only a moderate enhanement of the DM density with
respet to the onstantmφ ase. The gained regions for the ALP DM ase for values
of β = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 an be seen in gure 2.4 from bottom to top  the lowermost
region m1 = m0 orresponds, of ourse, to β = 0. Atually, even onsidering
unrealistially huge values of β does not help muh, as an be seen from the
asymptoti approah of the highest β ases. This is reeted by the nite limit of
equation (2.26) when β → ∞, but it follows from its denition, equation (2.25).
In the β → ∞ limit, mφ is a step funtion of temperature, mφ ∝ Θ(T − Λ), and
the relation m0 = Λ
2/fφ determines Λ from m0 and fφ. Thus eah point in the
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mφgφ parameter spae has an impliit maximum DM abundane, independent
of β. The ruial assumption that leads to these onlusions is that Λ′ ∼ Λ,
beause it does not allow to onsider arbitrary small values for Λ for a given mass.
Therefore, models in whih Λ′ ≫ Λ imply generially higher DM abundane and
require smaller initial amplitudes φi. Unfortunately, at the moment we an not
provide a fully motivated example.
Finally, the minimal requirement for an ALP to behave as CDM is that at latest
at matter-radiation equality, at a temperature Teq ∼ 1.3 eV, the mass attains its
urrent value m0 and therefore the DM density starts to sale truly as 1/R
3
. In
partiular, at this point the eld should already have started to osillate. This
orresponds to a lower limit on m1, m1 > 3H(Teq) = 1.8×10−27 eV, whih implies
an upper bound on ρφ,0,
ρφ,0 < 1.17
keV
cm3
m0
eV
(
φi
54TeV
)2
. (2.28)
In other words, if we want these partiles to be the DM, we need
(m0/eV)(φi/54TeV)
2 > 1 , (2.29)
giving a onstraint on the required initial eld value as a funtion of the mass today,
whih is plotted in gure 2.4 in pink. Again, we are not able to provide a well
motivated model for an ALP that ould perform this late realignment prodution
and this limit has to be onsidered just as the broadest region of ALP parameter
spae that in priniple ould provide the right amount of CDM.
The dark matter generated by the realignment mehanism has interesting prop-
erties beyond those of old dark matter. At the time of their prodution, partiles
from the realignment mehanism are semi-relativisti. Their momenta are of the
order of the Hubble onstant p ∼ H1 ≪ T1. Aordingly we have today  out-
side of gravitational wells  a veloity distribution with a very narrow width of
roughly,
δv(t) ∼ H1
m1
(
R1
R0
)
≪ 1 . (2.30)
Combined with the high number density of partiles, nφ,0 = Nφ/R
3
0 = ρCDM/m0,
this narrow distribution typially leads to very high oupation numbers for eah
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quantum state,
Noccupation ∼
(2π)3
4π/3
nφ,0
m30δv
3
∼ 1042
(
m1
m0
)3/2(
eV
m0
)5/2
, (2.31)
where we used R0/R1 ∼ T1/T0 ∼
√
m1mPl/T0. If the ALP self-interations are
strong enough to ahieve thermalisation and ALP-number-onserving, as argued
in referenes [87, 88℄ for the ase of axions, this high oupation number leads
to the formation of a Bose-Einstein ondensate. This ould imprint interesting
signatures in osmologial observations, like galati austi rings [8790℄.
The axion realignment prodution is a partiular ase of what is desribed
above. The Λ parameter in this ase is ΛQCD, and the phase transition that
turns on the axion mass is the QCD phase transition. The axion thermal mass
was rst alulated from the dilute instanton gas approximation [91℄ and more
reently using the instanton liquid one [92℄. The theoretial unertainties in these
alulations make the parameters for the thermal axion mass slightly dierent. For
example, a simple and reent approximation in the dilute gas approximation, that
also agrees very well at high temperature with the liquid instanton one, is [92℄
ma(T ) = 4.1× 10−4
Λ2
fa
(
Λ
T
)3.34
, (2.32)
for Λ = 400 MeV. This approximation is valid above T ∼ 0.1 GeV, sine below
this value the axion mass approahes the zero-temperature value ma given by
equation (1.6). The exat shape of the thermal axion mass determines t1, thus it
aets the m0/m1 ratio in equation (2.22a).
2.1.2 Before or after ination?
We do not know when osmi ination ourred and if it took plae before or after
the spontaneous breaking of the PQ-symmetry. This is one of the ruial points
in alulating the axion energy density from the realignment mehanism. If the
initial φi was set after ination, we need an average of ϕ
2
i over all the universe to
alulate the amount of axions produed through equation (2.22a), for the urrent
universe inludes many pathes that were initially ausally disonneted. However,
this is not possible if the universe inated at T < fa: in this ase the resulting
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axion energy density ρa remains ϕ
2
i dependent. Assuming a at prior on the value
of the initial misalignment angle, ϕi ∼ O(1) is the most likely outome. If this
is the ase, it is possible to state that the axion mass should be ma & 6 µeV,
and thus fa . 10
12
GeV, to avoid DM over-prodution. This is the traditionally
quoted lower bound, rst obtained in 1982 [7779℄. It is represented in gure 1.2
with the Cold DM label. Suessive estimates, with a more rened treatment of
the average of the squared initial angle or of the thermal axion mass, give more
severe bounds but of the same order. For the realignment ontribution, the reent
referene [92℄ gives a limit whih is stronger by one order of magnitude. The
traditional fa . 10
12
GeV bound is therefore the most onservative one.
It seems that this old DM bound ould be easily avoided in the ase ination
happened after the spontaneous symmetry breaking, if we aept a ne-tuned very
small value for ϕi. In gure 2.5 are plotted the isoontours of ϕi that provide the
whole old DM density, if in equation (2.22b) we take m1 = m0 and F(T ) = 1.
However, ϕi has a minimum value due to the quantum utuations generated in
the pseudosalar eld during ination. These unavoidable inhomogeneities in ϕi
are of order δϕi ∼ HI/(2πfφ), where HI is the value of the expansion rate at
the end of ination. This preludes ne-tuning of the universe average of φi below
HI/2π, and sets a minimumDM abundane for a speied value ofHI . Sine the φ
eld is eetively massless during ination in this senario, these inhomogeneities
orrespond to isourvature perturbations of the gravitational potential. This has
been disussed extensively in the literature in the ontext of axions and of string
axions, see for example [81, 93, 94℄.
The WMAP7 observations of the primordial density utuations set very strin-
gent onstraints on isourvature perturbations from whih one an obtain an upper
bound on HI , assuming a given fφ. WMAP measures [86℄
α ≡ 〈|S
2|〉
〈|S2|〉+ 〈|R2|〉 < 0.077 , (2.33)
where 〈|S2|〉 ≈ H2I
π2φ2i
is the isourvature power spetrum, and 〈|R2|〉 the adiabati
one, whih is generated by the inaton or by other elds. At the pivot sale
k0 = 0.002 Mpc
−1
, WMAP nds 〈|R2|〉 = 2.42× 10−9, whih gives the bound
HI . 4× 10−5ϕifφ . (2.34)
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Figure 2.5: The anthropi window. The solid lines represent the isoontours
of the values of ϕi that provide the whole old DM density, aording to equa-
tion (2.22b), taking m1 = m0 and F(T ) = 1. Dashed lines give the isoontours of
the maximum value of HI allowed by the limit (2.34), alulated using the same
value of ϕi as before. As a referene, the KSVZ axion parameters are plotted as
a dotted line. In the grey region ALPs are osmologially unstable.
The lower bound for the reheating temperature is TRH > 4 MeV [95℄. Linking
naively the two quantities gives HI ≈ T 2RH/mPl > 1.3 × 10−24 GeV. In the light
of equation (2.34), it is rather a weak bound by itself. However, in the most
ommon ination models, HI is preferred to be muh larger, to allow mehanisms
that require very high initial temperatures of the universe  like leptogenesis,
whih needs T > 109 GeV [96℄. The isoontours of the maximum HI allowed by
limit (2.34) are plotted in gure 2.5, where the value of ϕi that provides the whole
DM density is used. A given value ofHI exludes the region of the parameter spae
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that lies on the right of its isoontour. Then, along the HI isoontour fφ selets
the ϕi that is provided by primordial utuations, while on the left half-plane the
initial misalignment allowed is larger and thus less ne-tuned.
In the ase of the axion, the values of fa that satisfy the onstraint (2.34) for
large HI are above the GUT sale, whih seems very reasonable from the model
building point of view: they form the so-alled anthrophi window
1
. Considering
that the axion was introdued to avoid ne-tuning to solve the strong-CP problem,
the legitimay of the hoie of a very small ϕi to justify an axion sale linked to
ΛGUT or the string sale is questionable [97℄. However, the anthropi point of view
an nd a vindiation regarding the DM density and other signiant physial
quantities simply as observational data, from whih it is possible to extrat the
value of the initial misalignment with an a posteriori analysis [98℄. This proedure
is legitimate beause of the intrinsi randomness of ϕi, and onverts the ne-tuning
issue into an observational problem.
On the other hand, if the SSB took plae after ination the φi piked up random
values in dierent ausally disonneted regions of the universe and the anthropi
window loses its signiane. If this is the ase, also the gradient eets should be
taken into aount. At larger sales, the DM density averages to a onstant value
orresponding to 〈φ2i 〉 ∼ π2f 2φ/3, bearing the mentioned O(1) orretion due to
the non-harmoni behaviour of large initial phases. The initial size of the domains
of dierent φi annot be larger than
Li,dom ∼
1
HSSB
∼ mPl
f 2φ
√
g∗(fφ)
. (2.35)
Non-linear eets, due to the attrative self-interation aused by higher order
terms in the expansion of the potential (1.25), drive the overabundanes to form
peuliar DM lumps that are alled minilusters [99102℄. These at like seeds
enhaning the suessive gravitational lumping that leads to struture formation.
The miniluster mass is set by the dark matter mass inside the Hubble horizon
dH = H
−1
when the self-interation freezes-out, i.e. Mmc ∼ ρφ(Tλ)dH(Tλ)3 for
1
The adjetive anthropi refers to the fat that the existene of the human speies requires
the universe to full some onditions about its age and omposition, whih too abundant axion
DM would not meet.
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the freeze-out temperature Tλ. Long-range interations will be exponentially sup-
pressed at distanes longer than 1/mφ so we an expet Tλ to be of the order T1,
with at most a logarithmi dependene on other parameters. This is indeed the ase
for QCD axions, for whih the minilustering is quenhed soon after the QCD phase
transition that turns on the potential (1.25) [87℄ giving Mmc ∼ 10−12M⊙, where
M⊙ = 1.989× 1033 g is the solar mass, and a radius Rmc ∼ 1011 m [103℄. In the
ase of ALPs,Mmc an be larger if the mass is lighter. The authors of [102℄ pointed
out that the present data on the CDM power spetrum onstrainMmc . 4×103M⊙
whih translates into a lower bound in temperature Tλ > 2×10−5 GeV and in the
ALP mass mφ > H(T = 2× 10−5 GeV) ∼ 10−20 eV. If some of these minilusters
survive the tidal disruption during struture formation they should be observable
in forthoming lensing experiments [102, 103℄.
2.1.3 Contribution of topologial defets
During the spontaneous symmetry breaking of a global symmetry topologial de-
fets suh as osmi strings and domain walls are formed [104℄. Strings form
beause of the breaking of a U(1) symmetry. They have a thikness δ ∼ 1/fφ and
typial sizes of the order of the horizon, L ∼ t. As strings enter into the horizon
they an rapidly reonnet, form loops and deay into PNGBs and we have to
onsider also their ontribution to the axion and ALP energy density.
Axions resulting from string deay are known to ontribute signiantly to
their old DM density, but the exat amount is subjet to a long-standing on-
troversy [76℄. The debate is foused around the axion emission spetrum. Some
authors argue that the deay proeeds very fast, with an emission spetrum 1/k
with high and low energy uto of order respetively 1/δ and 1/L. In this ase the
ontribution to ρφ is of the same order as the realignment mehanism [105, 106℄.
Others put forward that the string deays happen after many osillations, with a
radiation spetrum peaked around 2π/L, whih enhanes the ontribution to old
DM by a multipliative fator of log(L/δ) ∼ log(fa/ma) ∼ O(60) [107113℄.
One the axion potential builds up at the QCD phase transition, also domain
walls build up. If the axion potential has only one minimum the domain walls
an still eiently deay into axions  sine on their two sides there is the same
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vauum  leading to a third axion population. If dierent exatly degenerate
vaua exist
2
the domain walls are persistent. The energy stored in a domain
wall is huge, and an very easily run in onit with observations. An option to
overome this problem requires to assume a small expliit breaking of the Peei-
Quinn symmetry, whih breaks the degeneray and selet one among the possible
vaua, otherwise it has to be N = 1 [114℄. It has been reently pointed out that
the axions emitted by deaying domain walls onstitute the dominant population
in the slow string deay senario [115℄. Summing all the ontributions to axion
non-thermal DM in this senario would onstrain the axion deay onstant to be
fa . (1.22.3) × 1010 GeV, two orders of magnitude lower than the traditional
axion CDM bound [115℄. We plotted this bound in gure 1.2, only enlosed by a
line beause of its unertainty: in the ase the SSB would have happened before
ination, the topologial defets, being diluted away, would provide a negligible
ontribution and thus the traditional value is again the one to be onsidered. The
same type of behaviour is expeted for ALPs with harateristis similar to those
of the axion, i.e. ALPs whose mass is generated at a late phase transition due to a
hidden setor whih beomes strongly interating. In this ase we should keep in
mind the ontroversy of the string deay spetrum and assume an unertainty of
order log(fφ/mφ) in the DM abundane. The domain wall problem an in priniple
be solved by strong enough expliit breaking if N > 1. Again, the ontribution to
ALP energy density from wall deay should mimi the axion ase in the N = 1
ase.
2.1.4 Detetion of pseudosalar old dark matter
The axion and the ALP are optimal old DM matter andidates, but only if they
are osmologially stable, whih depends on their mass and ouplings. The two-
photon oupling provides a deay hannel, and the onsequent lifetime is
τ =
64π
g2φm
3
φ
≃ 1.3× 1025s
(
10−10GeV−1
gφ
)2(
eV
mφ
)3
. (2.36)
Of ourse, if the pseudosalar is massive enough other deay hannels are kinema-
tially allowed. In gure 2.4 the grey area hides the part of the parameter spae in
2
From the denition (1.14) of fa, the axion potential (1.5) has exatly N equivalent vaua.
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whih the ALP and the axion have a lifetime shorter than the age of the universe,
whih is approximately 1017 s. In the rest of the dissertation we will very fre-
quently deal with τ , probably the most important parameter for our osmologial
onsiderations.
Axion and ALP old DM is urrently searhed with resonant avities alled
halosopes [29℄. These are high quality resonant mirowave avities permeated by
a strong and stati magneti eld. The avity is tuned to onvert the pseudosalars
in the DM halo into photons exploiting the two-photon oupling. The signal is a
monohromati peak at the frequeny of the mass of the partile, broadened by
the virial distribution of partile veloity in the galati potential [22, 116℄.
A halosope provides a power of pseudosalars onverted to photons equal to
W = g2φV B
2 ρφ
mφ
Cmin
(
Qc, Qφ
)
, (2.37)
where B is the magneti eld, V the avity volume, C the form fator for the avity
mode, and Qc and Qφ are respetively the quality fators for the avity and for
the pseudosalar signal, whih is basially the ratio of the energy of the signal over
its spread in energy [116℄. A tehnologial hallenge in building suh apparatus is
to balane the quality fator of the avity. For the moment, the highest Qc that
an be obtained is still about an order of magnitude less than quality fator of the
expeted signal. Of ourse, a very high magneti eld is preferable. The geometry
of the avity selets the range of masses to whih the instrument is sensitive and
also inuenes the power (2.37) through the volume fator. The design of the
devie has therefore to nd a ompromise between the two, onsidering that the
geometry of the avity has to be optimised to measure the most probable range for
pseudosalar old DM, whih in the axion ase means very suppressed ouplings.
The avity moreover has to be tunable, in order to span several values of mφ. To
explore a broad mass range takes a long time, for just one mass value per time
an be tested. Finally, sine the signal provided by pseudosalar DM would be
rather feeble, many tehniques to suppress the noise in the apparatus are applied,
in order to enhane the signal to noise ratio.
The rst halosope was the Rohester-Brookheaven-Fermilab detetor [117℄,
followed by the University of Florida experiment [118℄, but both of them had not
enough sensitivity to test the axion. Only a few years later ADMX was almost able
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to reah the sensitivity to test the axion as DM in the 1.93.5 µeV range [42℄. ALP
old DM was tested and not found in the turquoise regions labelled Halosope
exluded in gure 2.4. In this mass range, for gφ & 10
−10 GeV−1 this is not
surprising beause we do not expet any ALP ondensate. The halosope tested
regions are also plotted in gure 1.4 and labelledHalosopes. A new experiment,
alled ADMX-HF, is planned to operate at Yale University: the plan is to san the
ALP parameter spae in the range around 10100 µeV, with enough sensitivity to
reah the axion band [45℄.
2.2 Prodution mehanisms II: thermal relis
We learned in the previous setion that the higher the ALP/axion deay onstant,
the more abundant would be the nal yield, it being proportional to φ2i ∝ f 2φ, see
equation (2.22a). If however fφ is not high enough to guarantee a suient non-
thermal prodution, the ALP or the axion an be nevertheless a DM omponent
as it would be more strongly oupled and more prone to thermal prodution.
A population of partiles with g internal degrees of freedom  whih ounts
the polarisation and the partile-antipartile states  and mass m in thermal
equilibrium has number and energy densities and pressure given respetively by
neq =
g
2π2
∫ ∞
m
√
E2 −m2
exp (E/T )± 1E dE , (2.38)
ρeq =
g
2π2
∫ ∞
m
√
E2 −m2
exp (E/T )± 1E
2 dE , (2.39)
peq =
g
6π2
∫ ∞
m
(E2 −m2)3/2
exp (E/T )± 1 dE , (2.40)
if the temperature is T . Aording to the fermioni or bosoni nature of the
partile, the sign + or − holds in the previous formulae. In the ase of negligible
hemial potential, the previous equations in the relativisti limit T ≫ m for
bosons are
neq =
ζ(3)
π2
g T 3 , (2.41)
ρeq =
π2
30
g T 4 , (2.42)
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peq =
ρ
3
, (2.43)
while for fermions are
neq =
3
4
ζ(3)
π2
g T 3 , (2.44)
ρeq =
7
8
π2
30
g T 4 , (2.45)
peq =
ρ
3
. (2.46)
In the non-relativisti limit, T ≪ m, the quantum statistis makes no dierene
and we have
neq = g
(
mT
2π
)
3
2
exp
(
−m
T
)
, (2.47)
ρeq = mn , (2.48)
peq = Tn . (2.49)
The dynamis of a partile distribution is governed by the Boltzmann equation.
The Boltzmann equation links the total time derivative of a distribution on the left
hand side to the mirophysis of partile interations that lies on the right hand
side. The eets of the universe expansion are inluded on the left hand side. If σi
is the ross-setion for the sattering of the partile under examination with the
i-speies in the bath, the Boltzmann equation for number density an be written
as
ṅ+ 3Hn = −
∑
i
〈σiv〉
(
nni − neqnieq
)
, (2.50)
assuming that the interation produts rapidly thermalise, whih allows us to write
the term neqn
i
eq on the right-hand side [119℄. The thermal average 〈σiv〉 is obtained
integrating in momentum the matrix element for the interation proess multiplied
by the distribution funtions of the partiles involved.
Our aim is to alulate the rate at whih an axion or ALP population an
arise from the sattering of SM partiles in the thermal bath during the early
phases of the universe. The axion and ALP self-interation an be negleted,
being suppressed by f−4φ . Then, we an onsider only the interations with partile
speies in thermal equilibrium. We will speify better whih interations with
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whih partiles in the following. Under this assumption, ni is always nieq and the
Boltzmann equation simplies as
ṅ + 3Hn = −Γ (n− neq) , (2.51)
where Γ =
∑
i Γi is the total interation rate and the i-th partial one is dened to
be Γi = 〈σiv〉nieq. From equation (2.51) we infer that if Γ is muh bigger than the
expansion rate H the number density is fored to follow the equilibrium one. If
the right hand side beomes negligible, n is only diluted by the expansion of the
universe, and hanges through the fator provided by equation (2.21)
n(t) = n(t∗)
(
R(t∗)
R(t)
)3
. (2.52)
We an onsider Γ/H > 1 as a rule of thumb to dene the thermal equilibrium
ondition, while if Γ/H < 1 the speies under examination is deoupled. Both Γ
and H are temperature dependent. When a partile speies loses thermal ontat
with the bath beause all its interations freeze out, it is said to deouple, and
this moment is haraterised by the temperature Tfo whih is the solution of the
equation H(Tfo) = Γ(Tfo). At any later time between the freezing out and the
deay, the pseudosalar density an be obtained in rst approximation thanks to
equation (2.52) and the dilution fator (2.21)
nφ(T ) = n
eq
φ (Tfo)
g∗S(T )T
3
g∗S(Tfo)T 3fo
. (2.53)
Assuming the partile ontent of the standard model, there is a minimum pseu-
dosalar yield whih is given by the value of g∗(Tfo > EEW)
nφ
nγ
≥ 1
2
g∗S(T )
106.75
≃ 0.005g∗(T ) . (2.54)
Our simple riterion about Γ/H is suient to give a rst approximation of the
axion thermal history aording to the axion sale fa. The key events take plae
during the radiation domination era, and therefore H an be expressed through
equation (2.6). It is oneptually onvenient to divide the thermal history of the
universe into three epohs, lassifying them through the main axion interation at
work.
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• fa & T & ΛQCD
We learned in the previous setion that when the universe temperature falls
below fa the PQ-symmetry is spontaneously broken and the axion, still mass-
less, pops up. If fa is not too high, the axion oloured interations depited in
gure 2.6 are eient. The interation rate is Γ ∼ (α3s/f 2a )ncol ∝ (α3s/f 2a )T 3,
where ncol is the number density of oloured partiles. A more preise esti-
mate of Γ is given in [120℄. The ratio Γ/H ∝ T . Thus at high T the axions
are in equilibrium  if the required temperature was ever ahieved  and
they deouple when T beomes too small. To deouple during this phase,
the axion must have a deay onstant in the range fa ≃ 1081010 GeV, thus
a mass around the 110 meV. If this is the ase, the fration of the universe
energy density in thermal axions is negligible, Ωah
2 ∼ 10−610−4 [120℄.
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Figure 2.6: Relevant axion interations for T > ΛQCD.
• ΛQCD & T & mπ
At T ∼ ΛQCD gluons and quarks onne. At this stage, if not yet deoupled,
axions an still interat with pions thanks to the eetive Lagrangian (1.23)
(gure 2.7), with Γ ∼ T 5/(fπfa)2 [121℄. If the axion deay onstant is fa ≃
104107 GeV, whih in terms of mass is ma ∼ 0.01100 eV, axions deouple
at this stage. The axion yield in this ase is larger than in the previous one,
and in priniple it an be abundant enough to inuene the evolution of the
universe. The formation of LSSs like those we observe today requires the
perentage of relativisti matter to be not too high, otherwise free streaming
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light partiles would prevent the gravitational binding of the smallest lumps.
Together with the CMB measurements, LSS onstrains the axion mass ma
to be smaller 0.7 eV and thus fa > 9 × 106 GeV [121, 122℄. In gure 1.2
this upper bound is labelled as Hot DM. This bounds applies to a small
range of axion masses, for its validity eases if the axion is osmologially
unstable. In this ase the osmologial eets of the axion needs other tools
to be analysed, whih will be disussed in the following hapters.
π
ππ
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Cπ
fπfa
Figure 2.7: Axion-pion interation relevant for ΛQCD > T > mπ.
• T . mπ
One the pions beome non-relativisti, their abundane is exponentially
suppressed, as it an be seen from equation (2.47), and the axion-pion in-
teration freezes out. Axions are only left to interat eletromagnetially
with photons and harged partiles. The interation of axions during this
phase is less eient in keeping them in equilibrium, not only beause the
eletromagneti fore is weaker than the strong one, but also beause the in-
terating speies are just a few and very diluted by the expansion. Figure 2.8
shows how a harged partile interats with an axion via the Primako ef-
fet, whih remains ative until the e+e− annihilation at T ∼ me. For this
interation, Γaγγ ∼ αg2aγγne. The axion deay is also an eletromagneti
interation, with Γ = 1/τ . In partiular, this proess is haraterised by a
freezing in temperature, sine τ has no T dependene and thus the ratio Γ/H
grows with time. Axions with a mass larger than O(10) keV never freeze out,
beause for them H ∼ 1/τ before the Primako interation with eletrons
deouples [1℄. In this ase, the thermal equilibrium ondition implies their
disappearane from the bath when they beomes non-relativisti.
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a gaγγ γ
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Figure 2.8: Relevant axion interation for T < mπ.
Of ourse, if the axion has diret oupling to other SM partiles, like the
eletron as in gure 2.9, the nal yield would be higher, beause, aording to
equation (2.51), a higher total interation rate Γ means a later deoupling. In the
ALP ase, we are mainly interested in the interations involving the two-photon
oupling (1.24). Additional interations would delay the deoupling and inrease
the nal abundane.
e
γ
e
a
eqe
Ce
2fa
Figure 2.9: Additional axion-eletron interation, whih is relevant in the DFSZ
model for T < mπ.
As already mentioned, the osmologial stability is the seond key fator to
obtain limits on the parameters of pseudosalars from osmologial observables.
If the axion mass is larger than 20 eV, we an see from equation (2.36) that its
lifetime is shorter than the age of the universe. Considering our shemati repre-
sentation of axion thermal prodution as a funtion of fa, it seems worthwhile to
give some more details about the last proesses, for they determine the abundane
of osmologially unstable axions. Moreover, the generalisation to the ALP ase
is straightforward.
The rate of Primako prodution due to sattering on relativisti eletrons was
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omputed in [123℄ to be
ΓP =
α gaγγ
2
12
T 3
[
log
(
T 2
m2γ
)
+ 0.8194
]
, (2.55)
where mγ
2 = 2παT 2/3 is the squared plasmon mass in a relativisti eletron-
positron plasma and T the temperature. Taking the rate to be proportional to the
number density of eletrons, ne = 3ζ(3)T
3/π2, we an generalise to a multiom-
ponent plasma, using instead the eetive number density of harged partiles
nq =
∑
i
qiEM
2
ni ≡
ζ(3)
π2
gq(T )T
3 . (2.56)
The parameter gq(T ) represents the eetive number of relativisti harged degrees
of freedom. The plasmon mass has also to be orreted by a fator mγ ∝ g1/2q .
The Primako interation rate beomes
ΓP ≃
α gaγγ
2
12
π2 nq
3ζ(3)
[
log
(
T 2
m2γ
)
+ 0.8194
]
. (2.57)
The freezing out temperature for the Primako interation is easily alulated
from ΓP/H = 1, whih gives
Tfo ≃
11
α gaγγ2mPl
√
g∗
gq
≃ 123
√
g∗
gq
(
10−9GeV−1
gaγγ
)2
GeV . (2.58)
In the ALP ase, for values of gφ . 2 × 10−9 GeV−1, interations freeze out at
temperatures above the eletroweak sale, where the partile ontent of the plasma
is somewhat speulative. For instane in the minimal supersymmetri standard
model senario, above the supersymmetry breaking energy sale we have g∗ =
228.75, while the SM alone provides only 106.75 relativisti degrees of freedom.
For gφ . 10
−17 GeV−1 we require a freeze out temperature above the Plank sale,
whih is most likely meaningless.
Cosmologially stable ALPs must not exeed the measured abundane of DM,
therefore
Ωφh
2 =
ρφ
ρc
h2 =
mφ nφ
ρc
h2 < ΩDMh
2 = 0.11 . (2.59)
Using (2.53), we see that ALPs with a mass mφ = 154 eV would aount for all
the dark matter of the universe, thus larger masses are exluded. The disovery of
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new degrees of freedom (dof) above the EW sale would relax this bound, whih
is linearly sensitive to g∗(Tfo), by a fator (106.75+ new dof)/106.75. This means
that O(100) of them are needed for a sizeable hange.
2.3 Absorption of overabundant pseudosalars
The prototypial Boltzmann equation (2.51) shows that if an interation rate is
eetive, the partile number density tends to its equilibrium value. Therefore, in
ase that the pseudosalars are more abundant than those required by the equi-
librium ondition beause of the realignment prodution, the exess tends to be
absorbed in the thermal bath if the partiles thermalise with it. However, in
the range of parameters in whih the realignment plays an important role, the
Primako interation is rather ineient in thermalising the pseudosalar onden-
sate. Moreover, the proess φ + e± → γ + e± is exponentially suppressed at high
temperature beause the energy of the inoming eletron E has to be high enough
to produe a photon whose plasmon mass mγ is of the order of the temperature.
This threshold implies 2mφE > m
2
γ , and thus E & αT
2/mφ, whih is disfavoured
espeially in the ase of small mφ. This threshold ould be overome in a three-
body interation with a photon more in the initial state. However also this proess
is suppressed at high temperature. Sine the F̃F term is a total derivative, the
two-photon interation involves a derivative of the pseudosalar eld whose only
omponent for the ondensate is ∂0φ ∼ mφφ. Again, for small-mass pseudosalars
the interation is suppressed by powers ofmφ/T , beause all absorption amplitudes
for the zero mode are proportional to mφ and thus the probability to m
2
φ.
A more subtle eet involves the presene of primordial magneti elds, and
ould in priniple absorb the exess of pseudosalar DM pointed out in the pre-
vious setion. We have mentioned that, in presene of a magneti eld
~Bext, a
pseudosalar partile and the omponent of the eletromagneti vetor potential
parallel to
~Bext mixes, beause of the two-photon oupling (1.24). The two elds
an therefore osillate into one another. The mixing allows a pseudosalar sur-
rounded by a magneti eld to have eetively the same interations as the pho-
ton, but with amplitude suppressed by the mixing parameter χeff whih is usually
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small. These photon-like interations should therefore be added to our thermalisa-
tion onsiderations, besides the Primako eet. Plasma eets ompliate further
the problem, beause the mixing parameter an be substantially enhaned during
its thermal evolution. More details about the magneti eld indued evaporations
and the derivation of the related quantities are provided in appendix A.
The eetive mixing parameter in the primordial plasma an be approximated
by
χ2eff ≃
(gφBextω)
2
(mγ2 −mφ2)2 + (ωD)2
. (2.60)
Here, Bext(T ) is the modulus of the magneti eld, and D(ω, T ) is the photon
damping fator, whih depends on the photon wavelength ω and the temperature.
Magneti seeds ould be generated during osmologial phase transitions [124℄,
thus plausible temperatures for the birth of a primordial magneti eld ould be
ΛQCD or EEW. We all TB this temperature. Beause of equipartition of energy
 and dimensional analysis  we assume for primordial magneti elds B ∼ T 2.
Then, the magneti ux onservation implies that B = Bi(RB/R)
2 ∼ Bi(T/TB)2
if Bi is the initial strength of the eld [125℄, suppressing the mixing (2.60) at low
temperatures.
If the damping fator dominates the mixing parameter (2.60), the magneti
evaporation aets the pseudosalar ondensate if
( gφ
10−10 GeV−1
)2
(
B0
nG
)2(
106
g∗(TB)
)1/2
TB
109 GeV
& 1 , (2.61)
where B0 is the present value of the magneti eld. An axion old DM on-
densate would not be aeted by the magneti eld [125℄, sine in this ase
gaγγ ≪ 10−10 GeV−1 and B0 in the nG range is very lose to the upper limit
for a primordial magneti eld [126, 127℄.
In the lower temperature range, when the plasmon mass mγ is more important
than the damping fator, there are three dierent regimes for χeff . We are mostly
interested in the resonant regime, dened bymγ(T ) ∼ mφ, during whih the mixing
is enhaned. In the resonant ase, the magneti eld indues the evaporation of
an ALP ondensate if
π
2
(gφBres)
2
rmφHres
& 1 (2.62)
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Figure 2.10: Region of the parameter spae that would be aeted by the
resonant pseudosalar-photon mixing, leading to the evaporation of the DM on-
densate, in ase of primordial magneti eld of present strength B.
where r = d log (mγ
2) /d log(T ) and the subsript res denotes quantities evaluated
at the time of the resonane tres. The region of the ALP parameter spae where the
resonant enhanement an in priniple aet the primordial population is plotted
in gure 2.10, as a funtion of mφ and the produt gφB, where B is the today
value of the primordial magneti eld. The two dierent behaviours in the urve
are due to the resonane happening during the two dierent regimes of mγ , whih
depends on the plasma eletrons being relativisti or not.
If we onsider primordial magneti elds originating at the eletro-weak phase
transition, then in order to obtain eets on the ALP population in a region
not onstrained by HB stars we would need for the eld an average intensity of
B ∼ 3 µG at present time. Cosmologial observables presently exlude eetive
values of the intergalati magneti eld larger than few nG [126,127℄, whih leaves
not too muh spae for the resonant magneti eld evaporation, at least in the ALP
unonstrained region.
2.4 Pseudosalar deay
The freezing in of the deay makes the pseudosalars regain thermal ontat with
the bath. The deay temperature Td an be obtained from τH = 1, so we need to
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know the energy density of the universe in order to alulate H . If pseudosalars
do not dominate the universe energy budget when they deay, Td is
Td ≃
0.6
g
1/4
∗ (Td)
( gφ
10−7GeV−1
)( mφ
MeV
)3/2
MeV . (2.63)
If instead the pseudosalar energy density does dominate, whih happens when φ
is very non-relativisti and far out of equilibrium, the deay temperature is instead
Td ≃
0.7
[g∗(Td)/g∗(Tfo)]
1/3
( gφ
10−7GeV−1
)4/3 ( mφ
MeV
)5/3
MeV . (2.64)
This is typially larger than the previous ase, sine a matter dominated universe
expands more slowly than a radiation dominated one. Sine the universe beomes
radiation dominated after the deay, the temperature in equation (2.63) gives the
orret order of magnitude for the reheating temperature.
If the deay temperature Td is smaller than 3mφ, the pseudosalar reahes
thermal ontat with the bath being non-relativisti. From equation (2.47) and
(2.53), we know that neq(Td) ≪ nφ(Td), and thus the Boltzmann equation (2.51)
beomes
ṅ+ 3Hn = −n
τ
. (2.65)
The solution is easily found to be n(t) = n(td) (Rd/R)
3 exp (−(t− td)/τ), where td
and Rd are respetively the time and the sale fator when T = Td. The number
density rapidly dereases beause of the deay, and two photons per deaying
pseudosalar are reated.
On the other side, if Td & 3mφ, neq(Td) an not be negleted, and the ALP
an regain the thermal abundane  in this ase it would be given by equation
(2.41), and so higher than nφ(Td)  thanks to the inverse deay proess, γγ → φ.
The rate for this proess is
Γγγ→φ ≃
1
τ
m2φ − 4m2γ
m2φ
〈mφ
ω
〉
, (2.66)
where 〈mφ/ω〉 is the thermally averaged time dilatation fator, being ω ≥ mφ the
energy of the outoming pseudosalar. Deay or inverse deay is only kinemati-
ally allowed if mφ < 2mγ . For T ≫ me, we have mγ ∼ T while for T ≪ me
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Figure 2.11: Axion deoupling and reoupling (Cγ = 1.9, in the light yellow
region it is also Ce = 1/6). Thik solid line: freeze-out of Primako proess.
Medium solid line: oupling and freeze-out of the Compton proess. Thin solid
line: reoupling of inverse deay. In the yellow shaded region, axions are in thermal
equilibrium. The light yellow region is relevant only if the Compton proess is
eetive. The dashed line denotes ma = 3T , on the left of it axions are non-
relativisti. The vertial lines delimit the e+e− annihilation epoh.
we have mγ ≪ T , thus the deay/inverse deay hannels open up not far from
mφ ∼ max{T,me}. In this ase, some photons are subtrated from the ther-
mal bath to make the pseudosalars regain the equilibrium distribution. The
pseudosalar population then follows the equilibrium distribution, and beomes
Boltzmann suppressed, basially disappearing from the bath, when the tempera-
ture drops below mφ. This equilibrium deay of relativisti pseudosalars, together
with the previous ase of non-equilibrium deay of non-relativisti partiles, should
be well kept in mind as they will be a key point to understand the topis of hap-
ter 4.
Fousing on the axion ase, a diret oupling with the eletron an be relevant
or not aording to the model. Sine ΓP, τ and eventually the Compton interation
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Figure 2.12: Axion number density na after e
+e− annihilation from numerially
solving the Boltzmann equation until T = me/10. The equilibrium density n
eq
a
is dened in terms of the photon temperature. Solid line: only Primako proess
(Cγ = 1.9). Dashed line: Primako and Compton (Cγ = 1.9, Ce = 1/6).
rate ΓC ∼ αC2ene/fa2 are unambiguously determined as a funtion of fa or ma
one a model is hosen, it is possible to plot the freezing out and freezing in
temperatures, like in gure 2.11, where the parameters hosen are Cγ = 1.9 and
Ce = 1/6. The yellow area represents the range in whih the axion interations
are eient, while below the dashed line the axion is relativisti. Therefore, the
inverse deay is ative in the yellow area delimited by the dashed line and the
thin solid one, along whih Γγγ→a = H . From this gure it is lear that the
lower is fa, the higher ma, and thus the later the axion deouples, in partiular
above 1020 keV this never happens. In gure 2.12 we plot the ratio between
the axion number density and its equilibrium value, both at T = me/10. It is
obtained solving numerially the set of Boltzmann equations for axions, photons
and eletrons. Inluding the Compton interation, the resulting yield is higher,
for the axion, having an additional interation hannel, deouples later so it its
abundane is less diluted by the fator (2.21). The range mostly aeted by the
further oupling is ma = 0.510 eV. We an see in gure 2.11 that is where lies
the Compton light yellow region, and from this plot we an better appreiate
the derease in the deoupling temperature. We will deal again with gures 2.11
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and 2.12 in hapter 4, where the Boltzmann equations will be disussed.
We have shown in this hapter how a population of pseudosalars an arise and
then disappear in the early universe. Now it is time to develop its onsequenes.
CHAPTER 3
Signals from the sky: reli deay photons
Eah pseudosalar deay produes a ouple of photons, as we have seen in the
previous hapters. The fate of these photons depends mainly at whih stage of the
universe evolution the deay takes plae.
The many harged partiles in the primordial plasma eiently satter the
photons propagating among them. The universe is therefore optially opaque until
it beomes old enough to permit the eletrons whih survived the e± annihilation
to ombine with nulei to form neutral atoms. This event, known as reombination,
happens rather late in the history of the universe. The temperature has to ool
down to a value around a ouple of orders of magnitude below the binding energy
of hydrogen and helium atoms. This delay trend is very peuliar of ombination
events in osmology, as it aets also primordial nuleosynthesis. The reason is
the overwhelming number of photons ompared with the number of baryons. The
baryon-to-photon ratio is measured to be [86℄
η =
nb
nγ
= (6.23± 0.17)× 10−10 . (3.1)
The number of photons whose energy is above the photo-dissoiation threshold
therefore an be easily larger than nb. The ombination event has to wait behind,
until this high energy tail of the photon distribution empties beause of the ooling.
The reombination is a ruial event for our understanding of the history of
the universe. Just after this epoh the osmi mirowave bakground (CMB) is
released. Most of the information we have about the early universe is extrapolated
from what was imprinted on the CMB around the reombination time.
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In this hapter we address the eets of the deay photons injeted after the
universe beomes transparent or immediately before. In the rst ase they an
freely propagate and in priniple be deteted, while in the other they should leave
an imprint on the CMB. We will analyse also the eet of the pseudosalar deay
on the ionization history of the universe.
3.1 Spetral distortions of the osmi mirowave
bakground
The photon distribution is maintained in thermal equilibrium beause of Compton
sattering, double Compton sattering and bremsstrahlung interations with the
residual eletrons. This means that if a perturbing event happens, the photon
distribution an evolve again to the equilibrium ondition, but only if these inter-
ations have enough time to operate. Compton sattering γ + e− ↔ γ + e− has
the fastest rate among these proesses, Γ ∝ α2, but it an only lead to kineti
equilibrium. Sine it onserves the photon number, it an not erase a hemial
potential in the distribution. Double Compton sattering γ+e− ↔ γ+γ+e− and
bremsstrahlung e− + p+ ↔ e− + p+ + γ are omparatively slower, Γ ∝ α3. They
hange the number of photons, and thus they permit to ahieve the full thermal
equilibrium ondition, i.e. a Plankian spetrum [128℄.
FIRAS measured the CMB spetrum in the range 221 m
−1
, and found it to
be is a perfet blak-body within very small experimental errors, only an O(10−5)
deviation is allowed by data [129℄. Thus, any perturbation of the photon equi-
librium ondition must have been smaller than the measurement unertainties,
or the perturbing event must our long enough before the bremsstrahlung or
double-Compton ease to be eetive.
Beause of the very small value of η, the bremsstrahlung proess is subdom-
inant with respet to double Compton until e+e− annihilation. The exat value
of the freezing out temperature for eah photon-eletron interation depends on
the wavelength. Double Compton sattering is eetive at all wavelengths until
the temperature drops below TDC ∼ 750 eV at tDC. At temperatures lower than
TDC double Compton and bremsstrahlung an still produe or absorb photons,
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but only if their frequeny is ω ≪ T . Compton sattering redistributes pho-
tons along the whole spetrum and deouples later, at TC ∼ 25 eV. Therefore, if
a photon injetion is not ompletely reabsorbed before tDC, the resulting CMB
spetrum follows a Bose-Einstein distribution at high frequeny and a Plankian
one in the frequeny range where double Compton and bremsstrahlung are still
ative [128℄. The residual degeneray parameter is onstrained by FIRAS to be
|µ| < 0.9× 10−4 [129℄.
After tDC, the photons follow a random walk path sattered by the eletrons.
Sine the average photon energy is very small ompared with the eletron mass,
the eletron reoil is negligible and photons simply boune o in random dire-
tions. Photons emitted at this stage distort the overall photon spetrum in a
very peuliar way. Eletrons rapidly thermalise with the non-thermal population
of photons and their eetive temperature inreases. However, as we said, CMB
photons annot gain energy eiently out of them. The CMB spetrum is however
slightly inuened by the heated eletrons. They dissipate the exeeding thermal
energy pushing few photons towards higher frequeny and this imprints a typial
pattern on the CMB spetrum. This phenomenon is desribed by the Kompaneets
equation [130, 131℄
∂nγ
∂y
=
1
x2
∂
∂x
[
x4
(
∂nγ
∂x
+ nγ + nγ
2
)]
. (3.2)
The variable x = ω/Te is the ratio between the photon frequeny ω and the eletron
temperature Te. The parameter y is given by
dy =
Te(t)− T (t)
me
σTne(t)dt , (3.3)
where ne is the eletron number density, T the photon temperature and σT is the
Thomson ross setion. A stationary solution of equation (3.2) is
n(x) =
1
ex+µ − 1 , (3.4)
beause of the number onserving Compton interation. If Te ≫ T , the Kompa-
neets equation simplies [130℄,
∂nγ
∂y
=
1
x2
∂
∂x
x4
∂nγ
∂x
(3.5)
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and if the perturbation to the equilibrium is not too big the approximated solution
gives
δnγ
nγ
= y
x ex
ex − 1
(
x
ex + 1
ex − 1 − 4
)
, (3.6)
whose limiting ase are −2y for x ≪ 1 and yx2 for x ≫ 1 [130, 131℄. Computing
the exat spetrum requires to alulate the eet of the deay on Te and nume-
rially integrate equation (3.2). Like in the µ ase, the observational onstraint
is very limiting, |y| < 1.5 × 10−5 [129℄. Of ourse, all of this depends on the
rate of photon-eletron interations. At temperature around Tdec = 0.26 eV, most
eletrons and protons are ombined into neutral hydrogen, the universe beomes
eetively transparent and the CMB deouples.
The photon injetion due to pseudosalar deay is an example of a perturbation
stritly onstrained by FIRAS data. The non-thermal ontribution to the photon
spetrum from deay is a peak entred at energy ω ∼ mφ/2. Assuming a thermal
population, from equation (2.54) we have
ρφ
ργ
& 0.007
mφ
T
, (3.7)
where we have taken g∗S = 3.9. The energy injetion is always greater than 10
−5ργ,
sine the ratio mφ/T > 1, and thus it is potentially in radial onit with ob-
servations. To onventionally esape this limit only a small fration of the energy
injetion should inuene the photon distribution, thus the deay has to be just
started when CMB is released or to our long before reombination. However,
we will see in the following that there are other osmologial data sets whih ex-
lude pseudosalars able to lear the CMB distortion hurdle through late or early
enough deay. These further limits largely overlap with the CMB distortion bound.
Therefore, here we onsider suient only a rough estimate of the pseudosalar
parameter spae whih is exluded by CMB spetral distortions. A osmologial
senario with g∗(Tfo) & O(103) would permit to evade unonventionally this CMB
onstraint. Also the dilution of the pseudosalar density due to some onsistent
entropy injetion during the epoh in whih φ is deoupled from the thermal bath
an in priniple relax this bound. However, this has to happen muh before pri-
mordial nuleosynthesis, otherwise it an be onstrained by the same arguments
whih will be applied to pseudosalars in the next hapter.
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Figure 3.1: Left: Photon µ parameter after axion deay (δ = 1). The obser-
vational upper bound is indiated. Right: The ontours of log10 |µ| in the δma
plane where blak/red orresponds to positive/negative values of µ. The thik
blak line orresponds to the boundary µ = 0. The shaded area is exluded.
In gure 3.3  whih gives a summary of this hapter  the light green regions
labelled CMB µ and CMB y orresponds to TDC > Td > TC and TC > Td > Tdec
respetively. The inuene of later deays requires a dierent treatment and it is
disussed in the following setions. We always assumed that the amount of photons
injeted is always too large to be thermalised, sine we are not onsidering here the
unonventional senario of pseudosalar dilution just disussed. Note that these
bounds are somewhat onservative. The deay is not an instantaneous event, so a
signiant amount of energy an be released after Td. This is espeially true for
mφ & keV, for in this ase the pseudosalar energy density dominates the universe
before the deay and the subsequent perturbation of the photon spetrum is huge.
In the axion ase, we have numerially solved the dierential equation for the
evolution of the degeneray parameter µ of the photon distribution [1℄. Assuming
µ small, its evolution is governed by the equation [128℄,
dµ
dt
=
dµa
dt
− µ (ΓDC + ΓB) , (3.8)
where ΓDC and ΓB are the double Compton and bremsstrahlung rates for dereasing
µ, whih are the inverse of the relaxation times for the two proesses. The rate-
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of-hange due to the axion deay photon injetion is given by
d µa
dt
= − 2
2.14
(
3
ργ
d ρa
dt
− 4
nγ
dna
dt
)
, (3.9)
where d na/dt = −na/τ and d ρa/dt = mad na/dt. Our results are shown in -
gure 3.1, where we plot the nal µ value as a funtion of ma and δ ≡ Cγ/1.9 for
hadroni axions. In the left panel we xed Cγ = 1.9, the value in the simplest
KSVZ model, and in this ase we found
ma > 8.7 keV at 95% C.L. . (3.10)
This is a robust bound, sine µ is a steep funtion of ma. The CMB distortion
eet depends sensitively on the axion-photon interation strength for δ < 1 (right
panel of gure 3.1). Generally the spetral distortions get larger for smaller Cγ
at a given ma, beause if the deay happens later the photon distribution is less
proteted against distortions. For large Cγ, the nal µ hanges sign from negative
to positive with inreasing ma. For δ < 0.1, µ is always positive sine axions
deay non-relativistially, thus the energy injetion is more important than photon
number, see equation (3.9). Of ourse, beause of the sign hange in µ some ne-
tuned ases exist where the nal µ an be aidentally zero.
3.2 Ionization history of the universe
CMB is released at around Tdec, whose orresponding redshift is zdec ∼ 1100,
when most of the reombination has already taken plae. Before reombination,
the number of ultraviolet photons was too high to have long-lived atomi bonds,
whih were broken just after their formation.
Around zrec ∼ 1500, when the universe temperature was T ∼ 0.35 eV, helium
and hydrogen nulei start to apture free eletrons to form neutral atoms. Helium
reombines before hydrogen beause of its higher atomi number and thus larger
Coulomb potential. The universe is still opaque after helium reombination, sine
He onstitutes just around one fourth of the baryoni density, and the CMB has
to wait the hydrogen reombination to break free [132℄.
To exatly ompute the ionization history of the universe it is neessary to
solve a set of oupled Boltzmann equations for photons, free eletrons and atoms
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in their dierent energy levels. The result of this alulation is usually given in
terms of the fration of free eletrons, or ionization fration xion, as a funtion
of redshift. The reombination of the hydrogen freezes out at z ∼ 800 beause
of the expansion of the universe, leaving a residual ionization fration of order
xion ∼ O(10−4). The universe fully ionizes again muh later, between redshifts 6
and 10, presumably due to ultraviolet emission from the rst galaxies. The details
of the reionization proess are still not well understood [133℄.
The slight imprint that the free eletrons leave in the CMB through Thomson
sattering, for instane in the polarization, gives us information about the history
of reombination and reionization. The optial depth for CMB photons is one of
the parameters that an be measured from the CMB multipole analysis and it is
dened to be
τopt(z1, z2) = −
∫ z2
z1
σTne(z)xion(z)
H(z)(1 + z)
dz , (3.11)
where all the quantities in the integral are expressed as a funtion of redshift.
The WMAP7 measured τopt after deoupling to be 0.088± 0.015 [86℄. A fator
0.040.05 of this an be attributed to a fully ionized universe up to about redshift
6, whih is supported by the absene of Ly-α features in quasar spetra. The
origin of the remaining fration, τ6 = τopt(6, zdec) ≃ 0.04, is still unertain and
leaves some spae for ALP deay.
The photons produed by ALP deay after deoupling are free to propagate
sine there are almost no free eletrons to interat with. However, ultraviolet ra-
diation an interat with atoms and photoionize them. The universe is indeed very
opaque to ultraviolet radiation. This prevents us from deteting deay photons
in the 13.6300 eV range, but it does not mean that we an not onstrain them,
sine the photoionisation triggers an inreasing of the ionization fration of the
universe. This argument does not hold for axions beause in this mass range they
deay before reombination. If we assume that eah deay photon ionizes only one
H atom immediately after the ALP deay, whih is a rst rough approximation,
the number of ionizations per unit time an be estimated to be [134℄
ξ(z) ∼ 2
τ
nφ(z)
nH(z)
∼ 2× 10−3
( mφ
100 eV
)3 ( gφ
10−13 GeV−1
)2
e−
2
3
1
H(z)τ Myr−1 . (3.12)
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Figure 3.2: The eet of ALP deay on the ionization fration, plotted in
funtion of the reshift z. The standard ase with no deay is plotted with the
solid line. Left: deay of a 100 eV mass ALP with τ = 1018 s, 1020 s, 1022 s, 1024
s and 1026 s. Right: deay of a τ = 1022 s ALP with mφ = 1000 eV, 500 eV, 100
eV and 50 eV.
If we now multiply this quantity by a typial time sale [134℄
tH = 1/H(z) ∼ 2.4 Myr [501/(1 + z)]3/2 , (3.13)
where we have negleted Ωr and ΩΛ in H(z), we get a onservative estimate of the
degree of ionization indued by the ALP deays up to a ertain redshift. ALPs with
100 eV mass and gφ ∼ 10−13 GeV−1 would have produed an ionization omparable
with the standard residual value 10−4 already at high redshifts, z ∼ 500. Sine
the ALP-indued ionization grows in time as (1 + z)−3/2, it shows a potentially
interesting eet. We ould even think that ALPs lose to these parameters may
be responsible for the full reionisation of the universe. However, the (1 + z)−3/2
dependene is too soft  reionization seems to be a muh more abrupt proess,
usually parametrised to be almost a step funtion in xion(z)  and we an only
hek if ALPs provide a τ6 ompatible with observations.
In order to obtain a more detailed onstraint, we have alulated the ionization
history of the universe in the deaying ALP osmology [2,3℄ by introduing the ALP
ionizations in the reombination ode RECFAST [135℄. In gure 3.2, we plot the
ionization history of the universe in funtion of z for several examples of ALP mass
and lifetime. We set the ALP fration to to aount for all the DM, ΩDMh
2 = 0.11,
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and made the onservative assumption that eah photon emitted during the deay
an ionize only one atom. On the left panel the mass is xed, mφ = 100 eV, and
the lifetime varies. Of ourse, for longer lifetimes the ALP ionising eet appears
later. On the right panel the lifetime is instead xed to 1022 s, and the mass varies
from 50 eV to 1 keV. The higher the mass, and onsequently the energy ω of the
emitted photons, the less eient is the ionising eet. The one-eletron atom
photoionisation ross setion is suppressed for very high energy photons [136℄,
σph-ion ∼
256π
3
αem
Z2
(
E1s(Z)
ω
)7/2
a20 , (3.14)
where Z is the atomi number, E1s = 13.6Z
2
eV the energy of the 1s state,
a0 = (αme)
−1 = 5.292× 10−9 m is the Bohr radius and ω the photon energy.
To san the ALP parameter spae, we omputed the optial depth in the inter-
val z = 6100, requiring it to not exeed τ6. We made two dierent alulations,
assuming the ALP thermal abundane in [2℄, and seondly that ALPs onstitute
the whole DM in [3℄. Our results are exluding the light green region labelled xion
in gure 3.3, where the thermal origin of ALPs is onsidered. A similar result
was obtained in [3℄. This bound would inrease up to one order of magnitude at
the largest masses for whih ionization is eetive, mφ . 300 eV, if we assume
optimistially that all the energy of the emitted photons an be onverted into
ionization. The ionization history onstrains ALP lifetimes muh longer than the
age of the universe, τ & 1024 s, whih means that only less than one ALP out of
ten millions an deay. The eet of the deay of a large population of partiles
has atastrophi eets, but only extremely small perturbations to the standard
osmologial senario are allowed.
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We have seen in the previous setion that ultraviolet light is absorbed by atoms.
If the photons from ALP deay do not lie in the UV region desribed above, the
universe is transparent to them and they an in priniple be deteted. The deay
photons should be manifest in spetral observations as a peak at energy ω = mφ/2,
broadened by redshift. In the parameter spae we an onstrain, the deay happens
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at rest in the omoving frame. The spetral ux of photons produed in the deay
of a diuse pseudosalar population is [31, 137℄
dFE
dEdΩ
=
1
2π
Γ
H(z)
nφ(z)
(1 + z)3
= (3.15a)
≃ n̄φ0
2πτH0
(
E0
mφ/2
)3/2
exp
[
−t0
τ
(
E0
mφ/2
)3/2
]
, (3.15b)
where the subsript 0 means quantities at present time, n̄φ0 is the putative number
density if φ would be stable, and E0 is the energy at whih the photon would be
seen today. The photon initial energy is mφ/2 and thus the redshift of the deay
is given by 1 + z = (mφ/2)/E0. For simpliity we assumed matter domination
negleting O(1) orretions due to the osmologial onstant. To take into aount
the opaity of the universe to the ultraviolet radiation, the ux has to be orreted
multiplying it by the survival probability
P (z) = e−κ(z,E) (3.16)
κ(z, E) =
∫ z
0
dz′
H(z′)(1 + z′)
nH(z
′)σph-ion(E) , (3.17)
where E = E0(1+z), nH is the hydrogen number density and σph-ion is the hydrogen
photoeletri ross-setion given by equation (3.14), with E1s = 13.6 eV and Z = 1.
The ontribution from helium photoionization is not relevant. One we orreted
the spetrum by this fator, we ompared it with the extragalati bakground light
(EBL) spetrum reviewed in [40℄. We orreted also the mirowave range of the
spetrum subtrating the CMB ontribution, whih is known extremely well after
the measurement of COBE-FIRAS. The EBL spetrum does not present sharp
features that eventually ould be reognised to be the ontribution of a deaying
partile. Therefore we require the deay photon spetrum to be lower than the
EBL. The region of parameter spae exluded by this omparison is plotted in
dull green in gure 3.3, where it is labelled EBL. The same approah was already
used in referenes [39, 40℄ to look for axions in the optial EBL. In the part of
parameter spae that an be onstrained in this way, the ALP abundane would
be the minimum onsidered nφ/nγ = (3.9/106.75)/2 ≃ 0.019. Sine the thermal
ALPs would provide too muh DM formφ > 154 eV, in our analysis we found more
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onvenient to assume that ALPs provide the right amount of DM above this mass,
while below it the standard thermal abundane is onsidered. In this way, we
avoid to dupliate the limits in the region whih is already exluded, and provide
a bound that only implies ALPs to onstitute the DM. Of ourse this requires
some non-standard dilution of the ALP number density by additional degrees-of-
freedom above the eletroweak sale. The bound gets severely degraded in the
mφ = 13.6300 eV range, where not only absorption is very strong but also the
experimental data are extremely hallenging and the EBL spetrum has only an
upper bound estimate. Of ourse these fats are losely related.
In order to gain sensitivity, a more eetive strategy to searh for deay photons
is to examine the light emitted in galaxies and large sale strutures. There, the
dark matter density is above the average, providing therefore an enhaned signal
for the deay produts. However, also the bakgrounds are above the EBL, but
anyway the deay photons should stand above the bakground appearing like a
peak. Searhes of axions in the visible have been presented in [38, 39℄ and more
reently in [41℄. The limits from these referenes are plotted in gure 1.2 in the
blue band labelled Telesope. In [138,139℄ sterile neutrino dark matter deays in
a photon plus an ative neutrino were searhed in X-rays with the same methods.
We followed these referenes, resaling the results for the ALP deay mode when
exploiting neutrino searhes, and abundane when the thermal ALP yield gives
Ωφ < ΩDM. The exlusion bounds we obtained are plotted in gure 3.3, labelled
respetively Optial and X-Rays. We have also plotted in gure 3.3 the limit
obtained by galati line searhes in the γ-ray range for deaying DM, labelling it
γ-rays. We took the data from [140℄ and again we resaled them for the ALP deay
mode. Anyway, onsidering that the region onstrained by γ-ray observations
is well above the Tfo > mPl line, it makes probably not too muh sense in our
thermal-ALP piture, but we showed it anyway for the sake of ompleteness. In
this γ-ray region, a very suggestive yet tentative laim of a detetion at ω ≃ 130
GeV appeared reently [141℄. Unfortunately, we an not relate it to deaying
pseudosalars, sine it an only be attributed to annihilating DM.
In these spetral analyses, the monohromati emission line aused by the
deay  or annihilation  is reonstruted, and its intensity traks the density
prole of the galaxy or the luster taken into aount, whih an be measured
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Figure 3.3: Summarising piture for this hapter in the mφ-τ parameter spae.
All the bounds are desribed in the text. In light green are plotted the bounds
related to CMB distortion, respetively labelled CMB y, CMB µ and xion. In
dull green are the limits from the lak of diret observation of deay photons.
They are EBL and Optial, X-Ray and γ-Ray. We onsidered the ALP
abundane provided by the thermal prodution mehanism for all the bounds
in all the parameter spae but diret deay photon detetion in the mφ > 154
eV range. Here, ALPs would be overprodued with respet to the measured
DM abundane, therefore ΩDM is taken for ALP abundane in the diret photon
detetion limits. The orange region labelled DM overs the exlusion bound
provided by ALP overprodution.
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through lensing observations. The high resolution of modern instruments permits
to extrat dierent spetra from dierent zones of an objet. The emission line
are thus searhed privileging the higher density regions.
The radiation produed by ALP deay, being proportional to the reli ALP
density, would be linearly sensitive to the partile ontent above the EW sale
through g∗(Tfo). The onstraint on gφ relaxes as
√
1 + new dof/106.75 with the
new thermal degrees of freedom with masses between the EW and Tfo in the
mφ < 154 eV range. The new degrees of freedom do not aet the diret deay
photon detetion bound for mφ > 154 eV, sine in this mass range we assumed
Ωφ = ΩDM .

CHAPTER 4
Diluting neutrinos and nuleons:
limits from dark radiation and big-bang
nuleosynthesis
If the pseudosalar deay happens long before matter-radiation deoupling, the pri-
mordial plasma has enough time to regain thermodynami equilibrium. This does
not mean that is not possible to observe any onsequene of this event. The deay
modies the photon abundane, and leaves unaltered the baryon and the neutrino
abundanes  if neutrinos have already deoupled from the bath. The baryon-to-
photon ratio η and the eetive number of neutrinos Neff ∝ ρν/ργ are eetively
diluted, and they an be measured through the analysis of CMB anisotropies and
the observation of primordial elements abundane.
A fast estimate of the entropy inrement due to the deay is a useful guideline
to understand the topis of this hapter. Sine neutrinos are not aeted by the
deay if already deoupled, it proves onvenient to normalise abundanes in terms
of the neutrino temperature whih redshifts as Tν ∝ R−1. So we dene
T ≡
(
Tγ
Tν
)3
∝ nγ
nν
and ξ ≡
(
Tφ
Tγ
)3
=
nφ
neqφ
. (4.1)
The initial ondition we use is Tγ,0 = Tν,0 = Tφ,0 = 2 MeV, when neutrinos have
deoupled and e+e− annihilation has not yet begun. A rst stage is dened by
Tγ,1 ≃ me/10, when eletron-positron annihilation is over. Entropy onservation
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during e+e− annihilation implies
T0
(
7
2
+ 2 + ξ0
)
= T1(2 + ξ1) , (4.2)
where 7/2 and 2 are the e+e− and γ entropy degrees of freedom. Beause of the
initial ondition we have hosen, T0 and ξ0 are equal to 1. Considering the axion
ase, from gure 2.11 we see that we are desribing an epoh far below the dashed
line, whih means that they are relativisti in the mass range we are interested. We
assume kineti equilibrium, even if axions deouple during the e+e− annihilation.
If axions or ALPs deouple before e+e− annihilation, like neutrinos, they are
not aeted by the entropy released in the annihilation. Photons are heated by
the standard amount, thus T1 = 11/4, while the produt ξT is onserved. On the
other hand, if they deouple during or after e+e− annihilation they are heated,
sharing some of the eletron entropy, and thus we have
T1 =
13
2(ξ1 + 2)
. (4.3)
If pseudosalars are fully oupled during e+e− annihilation, then ξ1 = 1 and T1 =
13/6. In general we have 11/4 < T1 < 13/6. Figure 2.12 plots the value of ξ for
the axion at T1.
The eventual deay of a population of pseudosalars makes the entropy they
arry to be transferred to the photon bath. In the ase that φ never leaves ther-
mal equilibrium, we easily nd that the nal photon abundane is 13/11 times
the standard value. In the axion ase, we have pointed out that this happens for
ma >∼ 20 keV. In general the entropy transfer to photons depends on two parame-
ters, the initial pseudosalar abundane, parametrised by ξ, and the eetiveness
of inverse deay when axions and ALPs beome non-relativisti.
If the deay freezes-in when Tγ > mφ/3, the pseudosalar temperature athes
up with the photon one whih has to derease beause of energy onservation. In
this proess, radiation is simply shued from one form to another and omoving
energy remains onserved. Using again neutrinos as a ruler, in our units the
energy density is ργ+φ/ρν ∝ (2+ξ14/3)T 4/31 before the reoupling. After reoupling
at T∗, the pseudosalar temperature ath up with the photon one, thus we have
ργ+φ/ρν ∝ (2+1)T 4/3∗ , and, beause of energy onservation, the photon abundane
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is redued to
T∗ = T1
(
2 + ξ1
4/3
2 + 1
)3/4
. (4.4)
Comoving entropy inreases by the fator [(2 + 1)/(2 + ξ1)]T∗/T1. At the later
temperature T2, when pseudosalars beome nonrelativisti and their abundane
gets Boltzmann suppressed, the deay transfers the pseudosalar entropy to the
photon bath, heating it aording to
2T2 = (2 + 1)T∗ . (4.5)
Putting all together, the nal photon heating by pseudosalars reoupling and
adiabati deay is
S2
S1
=
T2
T1
=
3
2
(
2 + ξ
4/3
1
3
)3/4
, (4.6)
whih is also the ratio of the entropy density after and before the deay. We refer
to this ase as equilibrium deay, sine it happens in a loal thermal equilibrium
ondition.
If pseudosalars reouple non-relativistially and they dominate the energy
budget of the universe just before reoupling, their out-of-equilibrium deay has
more dramati onsequenes. The out-of-equilibrium deay an produe a vast
inrease in the entropy density, beause the energy whih is rst stored in the
mass of a non-relativisti partile is suddenly released as radiation. This ase is
illustrated by an analyti approximation to the entropy generation [76℄
S2
S1
=
T2
T1
= 1.83 〈g1/3∗S 〉3/4mφYφ(T1)
√
τ
mPl
, (4.7)
where 〈g1/3∗S 〉 denotes an average over the deay time and Yφ ≡ nφ/s. This formula
is valid if the deay produes relativisti partiles, and the energy densities of
all the speies other than φ are negligible before the deay. The energy density
sales as ρ ∝ R−3 for non-relativisti speies, while ρ ∝ R−4 for radiation. A
pseudosalar dominated universe requires non-relativisti partiles whih are long-
lived enough to survive until the pseudosalar-radiation equality. This ondition is
more easily met in the intermediate mass range for a given oupling onstant: very
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Figure 4.1: Photon density inrease in our modied osmology as expressed by
S2/S1 for Cγ = 1.9. Solid and dashed lines stand for hadroni and non-hadroni
axions respetively. In the latter ase Ce = 1/6. The thin blue lines show the
value if we assume that no entropy is generated in axion deay. The vertial line
signals the end of e+e− annihilation epoh.
heavy pseudosalars deay early beause of the m−3φ dependene of the lifetime,
while very light partiles beomes not-relativisti late.
In gure 4.1 we show using blak lines the resulting S2/S1 from a numerial
solution of the set of Boltzmann equations for the axion phase spae distribution
and the neutrino, photon and eletron abundanes as a funtion of ma in the ase
Cγ = 1.9, with and without the eletron oupling. The blue thin lines represent
just the inrease in the entropy density due to reshuing of entropy between
axions and photons, whih follows equation (4.6), ignoring the entropy generated
in the out-of-equilibrium deay. It is interesting to observe how dramati is the
eet of the axion domination on the omoving entropy density. Starting from the
very right, in the high mass range, we an observe how negligible is the eet of
the deay, sine in this ase the axion population has already disappeared from
the bath when T = T1. The value of S2/S1 inreases moving to the left, as the
equilibrium deay happens more and more after the eletron-positron annihilation.
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The maximum value allowed in this situation is provided by equation (4.6) and
is 3/2. Continuing to the left, espeially if no diret oupling with the eletron
is present, axions experiene a period of deoupling followed by reoupling due to
inverse deay. The value of S2/S1 dereases beause ξ1 is inreasingly less than one
in equation (4.6). Finally, the out-of-equilibrium range begins, and the blak and
blue lines diverge. Here, ξ1 tends to zero, and indeed the blue lines approah two.
But the atual value of S2/S1 is aeted by entropy generation, and it is highly
boosted if the deay happens late enough for the axion to dominate the universe.
Again, the additional oupling to eletrons makes the transition from equilibrium
to non-equilibrium deay shift towards lower mass.
4.1 Eetive number of neutrinos
From the previous disussion, we have seen that the pseudosalar deay an in-
rease T , i.e. the abundane of photons relative to neutrinos. However, the os-
mologial point of view is a bit dierent: sine all osmi parameters are dened
relative to the observed CMB properties, this means that eetively the neutrino
abundane is redued. Preision observables measure the osmi radiation density
at deoupling, and this neutrino dilution should make a dierene.
To extrat osmologial information on the radiation density at CMB deou-
pling, in [1℄ we analysed the usual 8-parameter standard ΛCDM model desribed in
referene [122℄, extended in two ways. We allowed the eetive number of neutrino
degrees of freedom to vary, assuming a at prior on the interval 0 < Neff < 3.0.
The radiation energy density is traditionally expressed as
ρrad =
[
1 +
7
8
(
4
11
)4/3
Neff
]
ργ , (4.8)
where Neff is the eetive number of thermally exited neutrino degrees of freedom.
The standard value isNeff = 3.046 instead of 3 beause of residual neutrino heating
by e+e− annihilation [142℄ but, given the experimental unertainty, we negleted
this tiny orretion. In addition, we allowed for neutrino masses, assuming a
ommon value mν for all avours and a at prior on 0 < Ων/Ωm < 1. The other
parameters and their priors are idential with those provided in referene [122℄ and
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Parameter Prior
Ωcdmh
2 0.010.99
Ωbh
2 0.0050.1
h 0.41.0
τopt 0.010.8
ln(1010As) 2.74.0
ns 0.51.5
Table 4.1: Priors for the osmologial t parameters [122℄. All priors are uniform
in the given intervals.
are listed in table 4.1. They are the old dark matter density Ωcdm, the baryon
density Ωb, the present day normalised Hubble parameter h, the optial depth to
reionization τopt, the amplitude of the primordial salar power spetrum As, and
the salar spetral index of the primordial utuation spetrum ns. Moreover,
we use the same set of osmologial data, whih are the WMAP 7-year CMB
measurements, the 7th data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, and the Hubble
onstant from Hubble Spae Telesope observations.
Marginalizing over all parameters but mν and Neff we nd the 2D redible
regions shown in gure 4.2. Marginalizing in addition over mν we nd the limits
Neff >









2.70 at 68% C.L.
2.39 at 95% C.L.
2.11 at 99% C.L.
(4.9)
These limits are very restritive, beause on present evidene osmology atu-
ally prefers extra radiation beyond Neff = 3 [86, 143146℄. The favourite value is
Neff = 4.34
+0.86
−0.88 onsidering only WMAP7 data, and Neff = 4.78
+1.86
−1.79 if also SDSS
observations are taken into aount [144℄.
The PLANCK satellite, urrently taking CMB data, is expeted to boost pre-
ision determinations of osmologial parameters. It will measure the osmi ra-
diation ontent at CMB deoupling with a preision of about ∆Neff = ±0.26 or
better and thus will learly deide if there is extra radiation in the universe [147℄.
If it nds onvining evidene for extra radiation, muh in osmology will have to
be reonsidered besides our axion-ALP limits.
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Figure 4.2: 2D marginal 68%, 95% and 99% ontours in the mνNeff plane,
where mν is the individual neutrino mass (not the often-used sum over masses).
4.1.1 ALP bounds
At the beginning of this hapter we have desribed some limiting ases to un-
derstand the matters related to dilution and photon injetion. The key quantity
was T . But onsidering the large ALP parameter spae and all the intermediate
ases it inludes, it is unavoidable to numerially solve the problem. The ative
speies to onsider are photons, eletrons and neutrinos. Eletrons ats as messen-
gers between photons and neutrinos. Photons thermalise very fast with eletrons,
whih, through weak reations, heat the neutrinos to keep trak of the temperature
hanges in the eletromagneti bath. The most relevant of these energy redistribu-
tion proesses is e+e− → ν̄ν. We neglet sattering proesses suh as e±ν → e±ν,
sine they annot hange the neutrino number and are less eetive in transferring
energy to the neutrino bath
1
. The energy ow from ALPs to neutrinos an then
be modelled by a set of Boltzmann equations for omoving energies, dened as
Xi = ρiR
4 , (4.10)
1
Assume that eletrons have temperature larger than neutrinos like in our ase. Then the
speed of the energy transfer per unit volume in sattering proesses is proportional to 〈δE〉T 4
e
T 4
ν
,
with 〈δE〉 ∼ (Te − Tν) a thermal-averaged energy transfer per sattering. For annihilations it is
∝ Te(T 8ν − T 8e ), whih is muh more sensitive to nonequilibrium situations.
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and the ALP phase spae distribution funtion f(Kφ) as a funtion of the omoving
momentum, Kφ = Rkφ,
d
d t
f(Kφ) = −(cγ + cP)(f − f eq) , (4.11a)
d
d t
(Xγ +Xe) = 3HδpeR
4 +
∫
d3Kφ
(2π)3
Wφ(cγ + cP)(f − f eq)
+
Γeν
R4
[
ce
(
X2νe −Xeq 2νe
)
+ cµτ
(
X2νµτ −Xeq 2νµτ
)]
, (4.11b)
d
d t
Xνe = −
Γeν
R4
ce
(
X2νe −Xeq 2νe
)
, (4.11)
d
d t
Xνµτ = −
Γeν
R4
cµτ
(
X2νµτ −Xeq 2νµτ
)
, (4.11d)
d
d t
R =
1
R
√
8π
3m2Pl
(
Xγ +Xe +Xνe +Xνµτ + ρφR
4
)
, (4.11e)
where ωφ =
√
kφ
2 +mφ2 is the ALP energy and Wφ = ωφR. The set of equa-
tions (4.11) desribes the evolution of the omoving energy density stored in γ
together with e±, the three speies of ν's, the ALPs and the osmi sale fator R.
The solution of equation (4.11a) is the distribution funtion f for the pseudosalar
partile. The ollision terms for the deay and Primako proesses are [1℄
cγ =
m2φ − 4m2γ
m2φ
mφ
ωφ
[
1 +
2T
kφ
log
1− e−(ωφ+kφ)/2T
1− e−(ωφ−kφ)/2T
]
1
τ
, (4.12)
cP ≃
α g2φ
16
ne log
[
1 +
[4ωφ(me + 3T )]
2
m2γ [m
2
e + (me + 3T )
2]
]
. (4.13)
Sine the energy stored in eletrons and positrons is transferred diretly to the pho-
ton bath, we keptXγ andXe together in equation (4.11b). The term δpe = pe−ρe/3
aounts of the omoving energy density gain as eletrons beome inreasingly
non-relativisti, experiening the transition from ρe ∝ R−4 to ρe ∝ R−3. Here, pe
and ρe are the pressure and energy density of e
±
. The seond term in the right
hand side rekons up the photon-ALP energy exhange, while in the last last line
of equation (4.11b) are the neutrino-eletron interations. The equations (4.11)
and (4.11) provide the evolution of neutrino omoving energies. Neutrino avour
inuene the eletron-neutrino energy exhange rate. We have separated the three
neutrino speies in two unknowns, aording to the presene of not of harged
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urrent interations with eletrons. The rst is the ase of Xνe for eletron neu-
trinos, while in the seond one we have Xνµτ for muon and tau avours together.
The energy exhange rate is given by the fator Γeν ≡ G2FTγ, with GF the Fermi
onstant, multiplied by ce ≃ 0.68 for the eletron avour and cµτ ≃ 0.15 for the
muon and tau ones, whih follow from the appropriate thermally averaged ross
setion. We assume that neutrinos always have a thermal distribution, determined
only by an eetive temperature, whih should be a reasonable rst approximation
and aurate enough for our purposes. We neglet the energy reshuing between
dierent neutrino speies, whih does not inuene the total neutrino density at
leading order. Finally, through equation (4.11e) we alulate the expansion rate
of the universe through the evolution of the osmi sale fator R. The initial on-
ditions are speied at T ≫ MeV by having all speies at a ommon temperature
and the ALP number density given by equation (2.53).
For values gφ . 10
−7 GeV−1, the Primako proess is deoupled in the temper-
ature range of interest and an be negleted. If the inverse deay is also negligible,
we an integrate the ALP phase spae distribution expliitly and diretly ompute
the evolution of the number density
d
d t
(
nφR
3
)
= −nφR
3
τ
(4.14)
instead of using equation (4.11a). In this way we reover the exponential deay
law Nφ ∝ e−t/τ . The integral in equation (4.11b) is then
∫
d3Kφ
(2π)3
Wφ(cγ + cP )(f − f eq) ≃ mφnφR4/τ . (4.15)
We have sanned the ALP parameter spae in [2℄, and we present our results for
Neff in the gφτ and mφτ planes in gure 4.3. We required a standard osmology
senario at temperatures below the standard matter-radiation equality Tmr ∼ 1 eV.
Thus we have analysed only the part of parameter spae where Td > Tmr, in order
to not perturb the standard piture with the deay. From equation 2.63, we obtain
a mass lower bound for the validity of our alulations
gφ
GeV−1
& 10−3
(
eV
mφ
)3/2
, (4.16)
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Figure 4.3: Contour plots of the eetive number of neutrinos Neff as a funtion
of the ALP mass and lifetime (left) and of the oupling parameter gφ and lifetime
τ (right). ALP osmologies leading to Neff < 2.11 an be safely exluded.
whih largely overlaps with the limits obtained from CMB spetral distortions
obtained in the previous hapter.
The sharp features of the isoontours in gure 4.3 are due to the abrupt and
sizeable derease of g∗S during the QCD phase transition. The reli abundane
of ALPs depends on gφ through the freezing out temperature, and for ALPs with
oupling around gφ ∼ 10−7.5 GeV−1 we have Tfo ≃ ΛQCD from equation (2.58).
In a small range of gφ the ALP abundane onsiderably hanges, aording if
the deoupling is late enough for ALPs to share the entropy transferred from the
QCD degrees of freedom or not. The larger is the ALP abundane, the larger is the
subsequent entropy release at the time of the deay, hene the peuliar shape of
the isoontours. In gure 4.3a we observe the same features, as the gφ dependene
is hidden in τ .
In gure 4.4, we present some illustrative examples depiting the evolution of
the Xs of eletrons, neutrinos and ALPs as a funtion of the temperature. Note
that in all of them, when ALPs beome non-relativisti, the ratio Xφ/Xγ rises
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beause it beomes proportional to mφ/T , until the age of the universe beomes
omparable with τ .
Figure 4.4a shows a typial ase of very early deay of a massive ALP, when
neutrinos are still partially oupled to eletrons. This example depits the ALP
behaviour in the lower right orner of gure 4.3a, and orrespondingly in the lower
left one of gure 4.3b. HereNeff = 2.6, marginally dierent from the standard value
of 3. Even if the ALP energy dominates the universe and the entropy injeted du-
ring the deay is huge, the reheating temperature is large enough for neutrinos to
almost fully reover their thermal abundane. In general, the nal value of Neff is
related not to the total entropy released, but only to the part of it injeted after
the freeze out of the neutrino-eletron interations. In this partiular region of
the parameter spae, the neutrino dilution is mainly sensitive to the ALP lifetime
and not to mφ or gφ individually. The outome of a deay earlier than t ∼ 10−2 s
is undistinguishable from standard osmology, sine neutrinos regain ompletely
their thermal abundane. Around T ∼ me, eletrons and positrons beome non-
relativisti and annihilate, heating the photon bath but not the neutrinos, whih
have deoupled. The ratio Xν/Xγ therefore dereases. In this period, the photon
temperature inreases with respet to the neutrino temperature by the standard
fator (4/11)1/3 due to entropy onservation.
The piture hanges onsidering later deays, after neutrino deoupling: pho-
tons and eletrons get all the ALP enthropy, as shown in gure 4.4b. This is what
happens in gure 4.3a and in gure 4.3b above the thik isoontour. The neutrino
dilution is omputable in this ase, as the ratio of the nal and initial omoving
entropies of the photon-eletron bath is given by equation (4.7). The tempera-
ture of the eletromagneti bath inreases with respet to the neutrino one by a
fator (Sf/Si)
1/3
, making Neff = 3(Sf/Si)
−4/3
beause also the eletron entropy
ends up in photons. The neutrino energy density is therefore strongly diluted by
the energy gain of photons plus eletrons. Note that this is mainly a funtion of
mφ
√
τ ∝
(
gφ
√
mφ
)−1
 as we an evine from equation (4.7)  whih produes
the harateristi slope of the isoontours at long ALP lifetimes  τ ∝ mφ−2 in
gure 4.3a and τ ∝ g4φ in gure 4.3b. For gφ . 10−9 GeV−1, this is the only
dependene on gφ, sine Yφ is onstant. Another example of late ALP deay, but
with a smaller mass, is shown in gure 4.4. In this ase we observe rst the e±
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Figure 4.4: Examples of the evolution of the omoving energy of all speies
of neutrinos (solid), ALPs (dashed) and eletrons (double-dashed), as funtions
of the temperature of the universe. All energies are normalized to one thermal
bosoni degree of freedom.
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annihilation, whih heats photons with respet to neutrinos. A sizeable neutrino
dilution is observable after the ALP deay.
Finally, in gure 4.4d we show an example for whih inverse deays are relevant,
whih is on the left side of gure 4.3a and on the right in gure 4.3b. As the
temperature drops, we observe a rst derease of the ALP energy density due to
the eletrons heating the photon bath. The inverse deay hannel opens around
T ∼ 70 keV and helps ALPs to regain equilibrium before disappearing at T ∼
mφ. During rethermalization, the photon energy dereases, whih an be seen
as a slight rise in Xν/Xγ. Due to this mehanism, in the small-mass and short-
lifetime region of the parameter spae we have seen that entropy onservation gives
Neff = 3(11/13)
4/3 ≃ 2.4. If mφ is larger than a few MeV, the deay-in-equilibrium
happens when neutrinos are still oupled, so Neff approahes 3. The disappearane
from the thermal bath is governed only by the mass, and the isoontours of Neff
exatly follow the isoontours of mφ.
The exluded region of the parameter spae are determined omparing these
numbers with the limits (4.9), taking the 99% C.L. value of Neff > 2.11. We are
ompelled to this onservative hoie beause the 95% C.L. value of Neff > 2.39 is
just below the Neff ≃ 2.4 obtained from the ase of deay-in-equilibrium. Given all
the unertainties of this alulation, we an onsider this large part of parameter
spae disfavoured but not exluded. In gure 4.3, the exluded region is above the
thik line, whih is oloured in yellow in the summarising plot for this hapter,
gure 4.10.
4.1.2 Axion bounds
Pertaining to neutrino dilution, axion phenomenology is simpler than that of ALP.
The osmi energy density in neutrinos is modied by the fator (T axν /T
std
ν )
4
be-
tween the axion and standard osmology. The results of the introdution imply
that this ratio an be expressed in terms of the quantity T2, the modied (Tγ/Tν)3
value after axions have disappeared, and
Neff = 3
(
11
4T2
)4/3
. (4.17)
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Figure 4.5: Radiation density during the CMB epoh (Cγ = 1.9). Solid and
dashed lines are for hadroni and non-hadroni axions (Ce = 1/6). The 95% and
99% C.L. lower limits from Eq. (4.9) are shown as horizontal lines.
The variation of Neff with ma for Cγ = 1.9 is shown in gure 4.5. At suiently
high ma, the inverse deay proess keeps thermal equilibrium during the deay. In
this ase, we have an analytial expression
Neff = 3
(
11
4
2(ξ1 + 2)
13
2
3
)4/3
(
3
2 + ξ
4/3
1
)
. (4.18)
For ma > 20 keV we have ξ1 ≃ 1 and Neff reahes asymptotially the minimum
neutrino dilution 3 (11/13)4/3 = 2.401. At muh larger masses, ma ∼ MeV, axions
would disappear in loal thermal equilibrium before neutrino deoupling, leaving
no trae in osmology. Therefore, at ma ∼ MeV the value of Neff shown in -
gure 4.5 reahes a plateau at the the standard value Neff = 3. Comparing with
the osmologial limits of equation (4.9) we see that even the minimum neutrino
dilution is only barely allowed at 95% C.L. and, again, disfavoured, but not redibly
exluded.
Forma <∼ 20 keV, axions deay inreasingly out of equilibrium, reating entropy
and reduing the nal Neff further. Comparing the alulated Neff in gure 4.5
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with the observational limits implies
ma > 3 keV at 99% C.L. . (4.19)
4.2 Inuene on big-bang nuleosynthesis
During the primordial nuleosynthesis neutrons and protons ombine to form nu-
lei. Beause of the absene of stable nulear ombinations with mass number 5
or 8, only nulei lighter than beryllium an form. Heavier elements will appear
only after the formation of the rst stars, where the density is high enough to
make triple α ollisions possible. We an follow the development of BBN and the
evolution of the primordial nulear abundanes in gure 4.6.
The ratio of nuleon abundanes set the initial ondition for BBN. For T ≫
1 MeV and t≪ 1 s, the weak reations
p+ + e− ↔ n+ νe (4.20)
p+ + ν̄e ↔ n+ e+ (4.21)
keep the neutron-to-proton ratio equal to its equilibrium value
nn
np
∣
∣
∣
∣
eq
= exp
(
−Q
T
)
, (4.22)
where Q ≡ mn −mp = 1.293 MeV is the dierene between the nuleon masses,
nn is the neutron number density and np the proton one. Relativisti eletrons
and neutrinos are more abundant than nuleons of a fator lose to the baryon-to-
photon ratio η, and eventual deviations of nn/np from the equilibrium value (4.22)
are rapidly erased at this stage. Around T ≃ 1 MeV and t ≃ 1 s, the weak
reations (4.20) freeze out and neutrinos deouple. The neutron-to-proton ratio
departs from equilibrium too, with a value nn/np = exp (Q/1 MeV) ∼ 1/6. After
this time, nn/np dereases beause of the β-deay of the neutron
n→ p+ + e− + ν̄e . (4.23)
At this point, the ombination of nuleons experienes a break. All the main BBN
nulear reations involve a deuterium nuleus to be ombined with other nulei.
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Figure 4.6: The evolution of primordial nuleosynthesis, after a PArthENoPE si-
mulation [148℄ with η10 = 6.23 and Neff = 3. All the plotted yields but the
proton and the
4
He ones are normalised to hydrogen, i.e. ni/np. The ratio np/nB
is plotted for protons, while in the helium ase we plot the mass fration YP ≡
4nHe/nB, where nB is the baryoni number density.
The reation rate depends on the ross setion and on the target abundane, so
a ertain ritial deuterium reservoir has to pile up to proeed on. Deuterium is
produed through the reation
p+ + n→ D + γ . (4.24)
However, beause of η, the number of photons with energy greater than the binding
energy of deuteriumBD = 2.22MeV is easily greater than the number of deuterium
nulei, and the inverse reation is favoured. When the photon temperature has
dereased below T ∼ 0.3 MeV, the abundane of deuterium an nally start to rise
 as we an see in gure 4.6  and below T ∼ 0.1 MeV the deuterium ritial
density is reahed: the deuterium bottlenek opens and heavier nulei like
3
H and
helium isotopes an be synthesised. The reation network is
D +D ↔ 3H+ p+ (4.25)
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D+ D ↔ 3He + n (4.26)
3H+ p+ ↔ 3He + n (4.27)
3H+ D → 4He + n (4.28)
3He + D → 4He + p+ (4.29)
while the prodution of
7
Be and
7
Li involves the ombination of
4
He with
3
He or
tritium. In the lapse of time till the deuterium bottlenek opening the neutron-to-
proton ratio dereases to nn/np ∼ 1/7. Beause helium is the most tightly bond
among the light nulei, almost all the available neutrons are ombined into
4
He.
After the nulear reations freeze out around T ∼ 30 keV, only very few neutrons
are left out of
4
He nulei, mainly in form of deuterium.
The outome of standard BBN depends basially on the baryon-to-photon ra-
tio and on the eetive number of neutrino speies. The former measures the
nuleon density, while the latter essentially aets the expansion rate, so these
two numbers determine the eetiveness of the nulear reations rates. Again,
through a set of Boltzmann equations it is possible to predit the yield of the
dierent nulear speies after BBN. Comparing the results of BBN simulations
with the primordial elemental abundanes whih are measured thanks to some
astrophysial observations, it is possible to have an estimate of η and Neff . The
overall agreement of the predited light-element abundanes with observations im-
plies 5.1 < η10 < 6.5 at 95% C.L. [22℄, where η10 = 10
10η. The independent
determination derived from the CMB temperature utuations, η10 = 6.23± 0.17,
agrees rather well with the light-element abundane estimate. A reent estimate
at 95% C.L. of the number of eetive neutrino speies from elemental observa-
tions gives Neff = 3.68
+0.80
−0.70 and Neff = 3.80
+0.80
−0.70 respetively for neutron lifetime
τn = 885.4 s and τn = 878.5 s [149℄. Again, these estimates agree with CMB ones.
In the following, we will use ηBBN and ηCMB to refer to the baryon-to-photon ratio
estimates oming respetively from elemental abundane measurements and from
CMB analysis.
The expansion of the universe inuenes the weak interations freeze out and
the deuterium bottlenek opening, and thus the value of the neutron-to-proton
ratio. Sine almost all the neutrons belong to helium nulei,
4
He was in the past
the favourite indiator of the presene of extra degrees of freedom in the very early
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stages of BBN. It is urrent pratie to express the abundane of primordial
4
He
through its mass fration
Yp ≡
4nHe
np + nn
∼ 2 (nn/np)
1 + (nn/np)
. (4.30)
The value Yp an be estimated from an extrapolation to zero metalliity of the
measured
4
He ontent of metal-poor extragalati HII regions. The systematis
of the measurements have aused the estimate of Yp to vary signiantly over the
years. We are therefore alled for extreme aution when quoting this bound. We
shall be onservative and adhere to the proposal made in [150℄. Here the authors
set a robust upper bound on Yp based on the assumption that the helium ontent
is an inreasing funtion of the metalliity of the loud. They nd
Yp < 0.2631 at 95% C.L. . (4.31)
Compared with the standard BBN piture, a higher value of the baryon-to-
photon ratio implies an earlier opening of the deuterium bottlenek, and interme-
diate nulei  like D itself  are proessed for a longer time. From the abundanes
of D,
3
H and
3
He we an obtain the value of η. However, tritium is unstable and
deays into
3
He, plus an eletron and an antineutrino. The estimate of the pri-
mordial
3
He from astrophysial observation is very diult, sine the only data
ome from the solar system and high metalliity HII regions in our galaxy [22℄.
Moreover, the matter is ompliated by the
3
He proessing inside stars. Thus the
abundane of deuterium is the remaining observable. Unfortunately, also the data
about D are sare. At the time of the analysis arried on in [1℄, we only had
a reliable estimations from 7 high redshift low metalliity louds absorbing the
light of bakground quasars [151℄, whih are plotted in gure 4.7 as a funtion of
the H olumn density. Other two observations reently joined these seven mea-
surements [152℄. The results of these estimations agree well at rst glane but
there is a satter of the measurements beyond the expetations from the quoted
systematis. The PDG quotes D/H= (2.82± 0.21)× 10−5 for the primordial ratio
of deuterium to hydrogen, where the error has been enlarged to aount for the
still unexplained satter. Suh a large satter in the measurements of the D abun-
dane may be a signal of some not yet understood proessing of D inside these
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Figure 4.7: Measurements of primordial deuterium-over-proton ratio D/H. The
grey bands represent the 95% and 99% range for the observed D abundane. It is
derived from the 7 high redshift Ly-α louds shown as a funtion of the hydrogen
olumn density [151℄.
high-redshift louds. Whether this is the ase or not, there are no known astration
proesses that inrease the D onentration, so the primordial deuterium yield
should be larger than this estimation. Any measurement of deuterium onstitutes
therefore a lower limit to the primordial value. In order to be onservative, in this
study we use
D/H|p > 2.1× 10−5 . (4.32)
The dark (light) grey band in gure 4.7 is the experimental 95% (99%) C.L. region.
Also the
7
Li abundane ould be in priniple used to determine the baryon-
to-photon ratio, but it requires a value of η rather dierent from the deuterium
estimate. However, WMAP measurements of η agree very well with the deuterium
value, while the
7
Li one lies 45σ out [153,154℄. Beause of this primordial lithium
problem, we are not going to use the
7
Li abundane to onstrain axion and ALP
deays sine at the moment observations do not agree with standard BBN predi-
tions.
The agreement between independent estimates of η from BBN alulations and
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Figure 4.8: D/H as a funtion of ma for Cγ = 1.9 (Hadroni axions). The width
of the red band represents the 1σ unertainty of the CMB determination of η.
To the right of the break, axions are treated as being in LTE, to the left they are
assumed to be deoupled during BBN. The grey bands represent the 95% and
99% range for the observed D abundane as in gure 4.7.
WMAP measurements provides one of the most beautiful tests of standard os-
mology. A word of aution is however in order sine the WMAP value depends
on osmologial priors suh as the spetral index of primordial utuations. The
quoted value stems on a sale-free power-law whih we arry as a further assump-
tion.
4.2.1 Axions and BBN
In our deaying pseudosalar senario all the BBN parameters an be heavily
perturbed. In the previous setion we have seen the eet on Neff , and here we will
show how also the onordane between the BBN and CMB values of η is disturbed.
The baryon abundane is diluted by the axion deay, as the photons injeted in
the bath inrease nγ suppressing η. If the deay takes plae after BBN but before
reombination, the onordane between ηBBN and ηCMB is ompromised. In our
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senario is
ηBBN = (S2/S1)η
CMB . (4.33)
Taking for granted the WMAP 7 measurement of η, it means that during the
BBN time the baryon to photon ratio was enhaned by the fator given by the
blak urves depited in gure 4.1. This is the main eet inuening BBN. The
primordial deuterium abundane is the key observable. The inreased expansion
rate plays only a sub-leading role in the axion ase. Moreover, here the deay-in-
equilibrium ase provides a dilution fator S2/S1 = 3/2 whih is large enough to
obtain an elemental abundane ompletely dierent from the observed one, and
the equilibrium deay an be exluded too. The bound vanishes for early enough
deays, whih do not perturb too muh the standard BBN piture.
In order to quantify our arguments we have modied the publily available BBN
ode PArthENoPE [148℄ to inlude the eets of axions, taking into aount their
impat on the Friedmann equation and the modied densities of dierent radiation
speies. Our results are the main outome of [1℄ and are shown in gure 4.8, where
we plot the D/H as a funtion of the axion mass. For ma > 20 keV we treat
axions as being in thermal equilibrium throughout BBN. For ma . 10 keV we use
their abundane from our numerial freeze-out alulation, assuming that they are
deoupled during BBN. We do not treat the intermediate ase, leaving a gap in
the predited deuterium yield as a funtion of ma that is shown as a red band in
gure 4.8. To alulate this urve we have adjusted the baryon abundane suh
that in the very end it mathes the CMB-implied value. Its 1σ range is represented
by the width of the red band.
We ompare the predited D yield with the measured value, and the results
are plotted in gure 4.8. As we see in gure 4.8, the presene of axions redues
D/H, so our bounds appear to be onservative regarding the possibility of some
unknown stellar prodution proess.
The deuterium abundane is redued below its 2σ observation if ma is below
300 keV. Therefore, BBN onstrains axions to have masses
ma > 300 keV . (4.34)
Axions with mass above this limit have almost ompletely disappeared from the
thermal bath before they an aet BBN. In this ase the preditions approah
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standard BBN. This mass upper bound loses the red Hot DM band in gure 1.2.
Sine this bound orresponds to axions that are always in thermal equilibrium, even
only via the Primako and inverse deay proesses, it also applies to non-hadroni
axions whih would interat more strongly.
4.2.2 ALPs and BBN
Again, the phenomenology of ALP deay leads to a broader sample of situations
and requires a san of the parameter spae. In order to numerially evaluate the
impat of deaying ALPs in the BBN preditions, we have used a BBN ode that
inludes the modied osmology driven by ALP deays omputed with the tools
of the previous setions. We have written a simple BBN ode in Mathematia to
ompute the primordial abundanes of D,
3
He,
4
He,
7
Li and
7
Be. We have used
the minimal reation network relevant for η ∼ ηCMB and Neff ∼ 3 as detailed
for instane in [155157℄. When faing standard ALP-less osmology, our results
are in very good agreement with standard BBN alulations obtained with the
KAWANO [158℄ or PArthENoPE [157℄ odes, given the theoretial and experimental
unertainties, whih gives us ondene in our results. This allows us to easily
ompute the outome of BBN when ALPs have a non trivial role during BBN
itself, and gives the right trend when ALPs deay muh later than BBN, enhaning
enormously the value of ηBBN with respet to ηCMB. In the latter ase, the minimal
reation network we used might be not suient to have a preise BBN outome,
but anyway it gives a rst order approximation that leads learly to exlude a
too large ηBBN. The eet of reli partile deays on the abundanes of light
elements predited by BBN is largely disussed in the literature [159161℄, usually
onsidering very large mass partiles, with m ≪ GeV. In our analysis instead we
foused also on lighter masses, in the keV and MeV range.
The impat of ALPs on BBN, whih was disussed in [2℄, depends strongly on
the mφ, in partiular whether ALPs are heavy enough to indue eletromagneti
or hadroni asades. In the following these ases are disussed separately.
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Small masses
If the ALP mass is smaller than a few MeV, the deay produts annot indue
nulear reations and their eet on BBN is only indiret. The injeted photons 
and perhaps a small amount of eletron-positron pairs  dilute both the neutrino
and baryon densities. The impat then depends on whether the deays happen
before or after BBN.
For deays happening after BBN, the injeted photons heat the bath, dereasing
the baryon to photon ratio η. The outome of this high-ηBBN senario is the same
of the axion ase: intermediate nulei like D or
3
He are more easily onsumed, and
the nal abundane of heavier nulei like Li inreases.
However, the eet of ALP deay an have a strong eet on the
4
He yield
too. In the late ALP deay senario, the bottlenek opens earlier beause of the
enhaned η, so neutrons have less time to deay, enhaning the nal 4He yield.
But this is not the only eet. The presene of ALPs makes the universe expand
faster, whih has two additional impliations. It indues an earlier freeze out of
the p↔ n onversion reations, and therefore a larger n abundane. Moreover, the
time between this freeze-out and BBN is even more shortened, and therefore the
amount of neutrons that deay is lower. Thus three mehanisms are responsible
for the enhanement of the
4
He yield.
We have ηBBN = ηCMB if ALPs deay before BBN, i.e. before the opening of the
deuterium bottlenek. The main trends mentioned before disappear. However, the
ALP deay an still modify BBN indiretly, if it happens between the freeze-out
of weak interations and BBN. There are three eets that we should take into
aount. First, ALPs are present during the freeze-out of the p ↔ n reations,
so the n abundane is in priniple larger beause of the faster expansion. Seond,
when ALPs deay they redue Neff , as shown in the previous setion. The osmi
expansion is slow and neutrons have more time to deay. The neutron onentra-
tion is thus aeted in two opposite ways whih tends to ompensate eah other.
The time that neutrons have to deay depends on how lose to BBN the deays
happen. In fat we nd that
4
He grows as the ALP deay happens loser to BBN.
Only in a small
4
He region at mφ ∼ MeV and τ ∼ 30 s, neutron deay plays a
role induing low
4
He. Beause of the two opposing eets, the
4
He abundane is
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therefore not a sensitive indiator for ALPs in this region. Anyway, this senario
also implies low D and
3
He and high Li, even if for a ompletely dierent reason.
The slower expansion gives more time for the onsumption of intermediate nulei,
and the nal D yield is again lower than the standard BBN one.
The preditions for the primordial mass fration of
4
He, Yp, and the deuterium-
over-proton ratio D/H in the ALP-deay senario are shown in gure 4.9. The
exluded regions are above the thik isoontour. The isoontours very muh re-
semble those of Neff beause the outome of BBN is mostly sensitive to the value
of ηBBN and therefore to the baryon dilution, whih qualitatively follows the same
logi as the neutrino dilution. ALPs with small mass and fast deay disappear
from the bath in loal thermal equilibrium with photons at temperatures around
mφ. Therefore here BBN only depends on the ALP mass, not on the lifetime, and
the outome is the same of equilibrium-deay of axions that provide the bound
(4.34). When the lifetime is longer, the isoontours are parallel to the lines of
onstant entropy prodution as in the Neff ase.
The exlusion bound from
4
He is depited as a purple region in the hapter
summarising piture 4.10, while the deuterium bound is shown in red. In the light
masses range is deuterium that provides the main exlusion bound. The bound
orresponds to ALPs that injet a a fration of order 10% of the total entropy
in the eletromagneti bath after BBN. Under this irumstanes the baryon and
neutrino dilution is O(1), and, sine deuterium is the most sensitive observable
to ηBBN, it is also the most onstraining argument. Note that the 4He abundane
depends only logarithmially on ηBBN while D/H ∝ 1/(ηBBN)∼1.6 [153℄.
Large masses
The deay of large mass ALPs aets BBN through Neff and η, whih ontinues
along the trend of the analysis for small masses. The additional ingredient in
this ase is the diret dissoiation of nulei due to energeti enough deay pro-
duts, whih an strongly modify the preditions of BBN. We have depited the
areas where these eets are relevant as grey regions in gures 4.9. Moreover,
the reation of pions in hadroni asades has also a peuliar way of aeting the
primordial nuleosynthesis.
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Figure 4.9: Isoontours of the primordial abundane of deuterium normalized
to protons D/H (left) and helium Yp (right) in the deaying ALP osmology, as
a funtion of the ALP mass and lifetime.
We rst omment on photo-dissoiation, sine the main ALP deay hannel
we are analysing is the two-photon one. The photo-dissoiation of deuterium 
whih requires a threshold energy Eth = BD = 2.22 MeV  of ourse redues
its abundane further, making our bounds even stronger. On the other hand,
the photo-dissoiation of
4
He an reate deuterium, whih reverses the trend of
our onstraints. This requires higher-energy photons sine the threshold energy is
Eth = 19.81 MeV. We have followed the methods of [162℄ to hek in whih region
of parameter spae this phenomena an hange our preditions. At high densities
and temperatures, high-energy photons interat very fast with the thermal bath
reating eletromagneti asades. The energy injeted is rapidly redistributed
and the resulting asade spetrum is [163℄
d nγ
dE
(E) =









K0
(
EX
E
)3/2
if E < EX
K0
(
EX
E
)2
if EX < E < EC
0 otherwhise
, (4.35)
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where the normalisation onstant K0 is determined equating the total and the
injeted energies. The spetrum features a knee and a very sharp ut-o at high
energies whih depend on the plasma features and temperatures, EX ∼ m2e/(80T )
and EC ∼ m2e/(22T ). At high T , this ut o lies below the photo-dissoiation
threshold of nulei and these eets are negligible. Therefore, requiring EC(Td) >
Eth and onverting the deay temperature in seonds, we see that ALP deay
annot dissoiate deuterium for τ . 3000 s and Helium for τ . 3 × 105 s. A
seond key quantity is the injeted energy per photon in the bath
ζφ ≡ mφ
nφ
nγ
=
mφ
2
g∗S (Td)
g∗S(Tfo)
. (4.36)
The frational hange for a nulear abundane is [162℄
δXi
Xi
∼ ζφ
2η〈E〉
(
XT
Xi
fT→i − fi→P
)
, (4.37)
where 〈E〉 is the average energy in the eletromagneti asade and fT→P is the
relative strength of the ross setion for the photo-destrution of the target T into
the produt P ompared with the Thomson ross setion. Taking the deuterium
ase as an example, a frational hange of 1/2 is provided by [162℄
ζprodφ ∼ 3.2×10−11 GeV
(
5000
XT/XD
)(
5.0× 10−4
fT→D
)
(η10
6
)
(
Eth
20 MeV
)1/2
( τ
108 s
)1/4
(4.38)
if prodution dominates, while if destrution does it is [162℄
ζdestφ ∼ 6.3× 10−8 GeV
(
5.0× 10−4
fD→A
)
(η10
6
)
(
Eth
2.22 MeV
)1/2
( τ
108 s
)1/4
. (4.39)
In our analysis, the ALP thermal origin makes the frational hange for D and
4
He always too strong, and the regions where photo-dissoiation is allowed an
be safely exluded unless some extra dilution of the ALP population is taken into
aount.
For ALP masses above a few GeV, ALP deays produe radiatively quark-
antiquark pairs that will hadronise. Hadroni asades an dissoiate nulei in a
similar fashion of the eletromagneti ones, if they are happening after a typial
time of τ ∼ 102 s [164166℄. For earlier deays, the eletromagneti interations in
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the plasma make the hadrons lose rapidly their energy and the nulear destrution
is suppressed. The eets of hadroni asades are again neessarily dramati
beause of the large ALP reli abundane. We onsider extremely unlikely that the
ombined eet of nonstandard BBN with the post-BBN proessing gives similar
results to standard BBN. So we exlude all the regions where eletromagneti and
hadroni asades play a role, see gure 4.9. In the literature, asade onstraints
are usually presented in terms of ζφ, plotted in funtion of lifetime τ . In the ase in
exam, it is possible to refer to this representation almost diretly from gure 4.9,
onsidering that the ratio nφ/nγ, given by equation (2.54), is onstant in all the
plotted parameter spae in whih asades play a role and does not hange muh
outside.
A ruial dierene between eletromagneti and hadroni asades lies in the
peuliar eet of pions produed in the latter. If mφ is larger than twie the
harged pion mass mπ+ = 139.57 MeV, the deay hannel φ → γπ+π− opens up.
Even if its branhing ratio is very small, the abundane of reli ALPs is suh that
a huge amount of pions  ompared with that of the present nulei  an be
produed. If the deay happens before or during BBN  typially τ . 100 s 
the universe is dense enough to make pions indue neutron-proton interonversions,
π++n→ π0+p+ and π−+p+ → π0+n, before deaying [167℄. The seond reation
is favoured beause of the Sommerfeld enhanement and the typial overabundane
of protons over neutrons at T < Q. These reations will therefore tend to inrease
the neutron to proton ratio. They an do it muh even more drastially than
the mere presene of the ALP during the p ↔ n freeze out ommented in the
previous subsetion. The higher neutron abundane would aid the heavy element
prodution but it also inreases D/H, whih is the most important eet. Sine
almost all neutrons end up in
4
He nulei taking protons with them, a higher initial
neutron abundane yields a smaller nal proton abundane and thus a larger D/H
ratio. If nn/np ≃ 1 at the onset of BBN, all protons end up in 4He and D/H would
be arbitrarily large!
2
We have inluded the eets of pions in our BBN ode following referene [165℄.
2
Of ourse inluding neutron deay during BBN would still give a nite, albeit very large,
result.
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In gure 4.9 we an see that the low D/H trend of low mass ALPs is drastially
hanged when the mass gets above 2mπ+ and the eet on
4
He gets strongly
boosted when rossing this boundary. The eets of pions are hampered if the
ALPs deay very early, for τ . 10−2 s. In this ase the eletroweak reations
p++e− ↔ n+νe an still re-establish the nn/np equilibrium. Also very late deay,
τ >∼ 102 s, does not aet BBN through pions injetion, beause πs fail to interat
before deaying. In this last tiny region our results annot be taken quantitatively
on trust, sine we have not taken into aount the possibly ineetive slowing down
of pions after e+e− annihilation.
The region of the parameter spae where asades are protagonists are depited
in pink in gure 4.10. Again, the purple region is exluded by
4
He overprodution.
Together with the neutrino dilution limit this is the best bound for the mφ > 2mπ
region of ALP parameter spae. The parametri dependene of the bound is
the same of the Neff limit. Like in the axion ase, short-lived ALPs that deay
before BBN an not be onstrained. In this large mass region, it orresponds to
τ . 10−1.5 s.
4.3 Eet of other ouplings
A few words are in order to onsider the eets of other ouplings, besides the
two-photon one, in the ALP ase. Additional ouplings imply in general a higher
interation rate and therefore a later deoupling and a larger number density.
Of ourse, the more abundant is a population the more important are the onse-
quenes of its deay. However, in our bounds these onsiderations are only partially
true. Sine we are not diretly taking into aount possible degrees of freedom be-
yond the standard model, a population of ALPs with additional ouplings would
be more abundant only if the new deoupling temperature is lower than EEW,
otherwise the dilution fator does not hange, beause g∗(T > EEW) = 106.5.
For a generi PNGB a CP-odd oupling to GG̃ and derivative ouplings to
fermions are allowed,
Lφff ′ =
Cff ′
fφ
∂µ φψ̄fγ
µγ5ψf ′ , (4.40)
the latter even avour nondiagonal. The oupling to fermions (4.40) allows the
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Figure 4.10: Bounds on early ALP deays from deuterium underprodution (D,
red), helium overprodution (He, purple), helium photodissoiation (γHe, pink),
hadroni asades (Hadr, pink) and neutrino dilution (Neff , yellow).
deay φ → f̄ f ′ at a rate
Γφ→f̄f ′ =
(
Cff ′
fφ
)2
(mf +mf ′)
2mφ
16π
√
1−
(
mf +mf ′
mφ
)2
[
1−
(
mf −mf ′
mφ
)2
]3/2
.
(4.41)
whih is suppressed with respet to the two-photon deay for small fermion masses.
Writing gφ ≡ Cγα/(2πfφ) the φ → f̄ f ′ an dominate only in an interval near the
kinemati threshold 1 > (mf + m
′
f)/mφ & αCγ/4πCff ′. For ALP masses above
few GeV, the oupling to gluons allows the ALP deay into two gluons at a rate
Γφ→gg = 8(Cgg/Cγ)
2Γφ→γγ.
If the ALPs are osmologially stable, the bounds from diret detetion of ALP
deay photons and the DM overprodution  whih are desribed in the previous
hapters  still hold. These limits depends mainly on the ALP lifetime and abun-
dane. The pre-deay abundane an only be inreased by additional ouplings,
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but the area onstrained by these limits lies all in the Tfo > EEW region, where g∗S
is onstant aording to our assumption on the primordial partile ontent. For a
given photon oupling, the lifetime is shortened if more deay hannels open. Thus
the limits on the long lifetime range are only mildly aeted by the abundane in
the mφτ parameter spae, while in the mφgφ plane they have to be additionally
adjusted aording to the dierent relation between lifetime and photon oupling.
The short lifetime region orresponds to the onstrains desribed in this hap-
ter. At low masses, the deuterium and helium bounds ome from ALPs in thermal
equilibrium with the bath. Clearly, adding more ouplings between the ALP and
SM partiles we annot avoid these bounds. In the intermediate mass region 300
keV . mφ . 2 mµ, where mµ = 105.7 MeV is the muon mass, the D/H and Neff
bounds follow from the dilution of baryons and neutrinos with respet to photons.
These bounds apply to ALPs deaying into photons or eletrons, and indeed we
have not made a dierene between the two in our equations. Again, in the mφτ
plane these bounds suer only a mild hange due to the dierent abundane. When
we translate the bounds in the mφgφ plane they will show worst if the deay into
two eletrons dominates than if we only onsider the two photon oupling, beause
what is important for the bound is the total deay rate. The lower bound on gφ
redues by a fator ∼ (2πCeeme) / (αCγmφ).
Sine the diret deay into neutrinos is suppressed by ∼ (mν/mφ)2, an ama-
zingly tiny number, the bounds are perfetly valid provided one interprets τ as
the total lifetime, not only due to the two photon deay hannel. Of ourse, this
is valid unless one onsiders sterile neutrinos with mν ∼ mφ. Then in this ase
neutrinos have a strong tendeny to onstitute too muh DM. A way to avoid
this is to make them deay into a SM neutrino plus a photon, but this produes
entropy and we expet a similar, slightly smaller, bound from D/H in this ase. In
these models the low Neff tendeny is reversed sine the sterile neutrinos produe
neutrinos in its deay.
If 2mπ+ > mφ > 2mµ we have a somewhat dierent senario where the ALP
tends to favour the φ → µ+µ− deay. The upper limit on τ in this region omes
from having too low Neff already before BBN. But if the deay into muons domi-
nates we will rather have a high Neff . In this ase the amounts of energy released in
eletrons and in neutrinos by muon deay µ→ eν̄ν are similar. Sine data favours
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values larger than the standard Neff = 3, the Neff bound will relax somehow. Any-
way, we do not expet them to disappear, beause ALPs an still produe too
many neutrinos. Also in this ase the bound on deuterium should ome from a
too high D/H, whih is less onservative a onstraint. In any ase the bound from
He will stay sine it mainly omes from a high ηBBN and the ALP ontribution to
the expansion at the freeze out of p↔ n weak reations.
Finally, for mφ > 2mπ+ the most stringent bound omes from
4
He overprodu-
tion due to the presene of harged pions before BBN, enhaning the neutron to
proton ratio. As we ommented, this bound does depend very little on the details
and branhing ratios of the ALP sine only a minimal number of pions are suient
for a drasti hange. Therefore we expet it not to hange very muh. However,
when quoting this onstraint in the mφgφ plane this bound would display in a
lower position than in the ase where only the two-photon oupling is onsidered.
Only in this region the oupling to two gluons an aet the ALP deay and will
ertainly inrease the pion multipliity of the deay making the bound on τ slightly
better. The deay into muons an dominate if mφ is not too far from 2mµ and all
said in the above paragraph holds. It appears that the helium bound will still be
the most relevant in this ase.

CHAPTER 5
Summary and onlusion
The axion is a side produt of the elegant solution of the strong CP-problem
proposed by Roberto Peei and Helen Quinn in 1977. The dierent realisations
of the Peei-Quinn idea produed a variety of axion models, whih are tested
in partile physis laboratories, and hallenged in astrophysial and osmologial
observations. Moreover, it seems that partiles with similar harateristis to the
axion ould arise in several extensions of the standard model of partile physis.
In partiular, string theory seems a fertile environment that an provide plenty
of these axion-like partiles. One day, the so raved experimental test of string
theory ould nally ome from ALP-related observations.
In this dissertation we have depited the onstraints that osmology puts on
the existene of suh partiles. In hapter 1, we started with a presentation of the
axion theory, together with a brief motivation for ALPs. Then, we introdued the
general limits on the parameter spae of axions and ALPs. We listed the diret
experimental tests and the astrophysial observations that exlude the existene
of these pseudosalar for determined hoies of mass and ouplings. But to give
new hope, we also reviewed some astrophysial problems that ould be solved by
pseudosalar partiles in two dierent ranges of the parameter spae.
Motivated by the possible solution of partile and astropartile problems, we
ontinued our analysis in hapter 2, where we treated the possibility for a primeval
population of pseudosalars to arise in the early universe. This enquiry sets the ba-
sis for the subsequent disussion about osmologial limits, and most importantly
provides the motivation to onsider axions and ALPs as a onstituent of the dark
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matter of the universe. So the existene of these partiles an provide the solution
of a further problem of modern physis. In this hapter we illustrated a very rih
phenomenology. Axions and ALPs an be reated by thermal interations with
the partiles of the primordial plasma. But the non-thermal reation  via the
so alled realignment mehanism  is even more interesting, sine it involves the
physis of spontaneous symmetry breaking and phase transitions applied to the
primeval universe, and may remarkably provide the explanation to the dark mat-
ter. A rst limit on the parameter spae an be put at this stage, if too muh dark
matter is produed.
Also the osmologial stability of pseudosalars is disussed in hapter 2. Their
peuliar two-photon oupling provides them with a deay hannel. Therefore, a
pseudosalar population an deay in photons or be reabsorbed by the primordial
thermal bath, if this eletromagneti interation is ative. We briey treated also
the role primordial magneti elds ould have in this proess, to further develop
the disussion in the appendix A.
The deay of a population of partiles during the early epohs of the universe
an have dramati onsequenes and leave an indelible imprint on osmologial
observables. This is the topi of the seond part of this study. We have divided
the limits into two sets, aording to the epoh of the deay. Both of them are
dealing with the inuene of photons produed by the pseudosalar deay on the
suessive evolution of the osmos.
In hapter 3 we olleted the limits related to late deay and to photon de-
tetion. These ould either be the CMB photons, whih ould have imprinted in
their spetrum the distortions aused by the deay produts, or the deay photons
themselves, whih ould have freely travelled towards our telesopes. Observations
of photon spetra leave very little room to pseudosalar deay  espeially in the
CMB ase  and the deay of a whole population an be safely exluded, unless
it happened when eletron-photon interations were ative and able to thermalise
rapidly the injeted photons. In this hapter we onstrained rather long lifetimes,
sine the distortion of the CMB requires the deay to happen just before the re-
ombination era, whih ourred when the universe was roughly 400,000 years old.
The diret observation of the deay produts exludes osmologially stable ALPs
and axions up to τ ∼ 10241028 s. A setion in this hapter is dediated to the
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ultraviolet radiation that an be eventually emitted in late deays. The universe
is very opaque to ultraviolet light. This kind of photons an not appear in diret
observations, but they an nevertheless be onstrained beause of their eet on
the ionisation history of the universe.
Early deays that do not aet the CMB spetrum an be onstrained by the
arguments of hapter 4. The entropy transfer and inrease due to the deay of a
reli population have the leading role in the disussion. We rst disussed the ase
of a population that deays in loal thermal equilibrium. Entropy is onserved and
just transferred to the speies in thermal ontat with the disappearing popula-
tion. The eets of an out-of-equilibrium deay an be more dramati, espeially
if the pseudosalar population is dominating the energy density of the universe
before the deay. A large amount of entropy is reated and transferred to the
photon bath. In both ases, the subsequent evolution towards thermal equilibrium
makes the temperature of the speies in thermal ontat with photons to inrease
relatively to the deoupled ones. In this sense we dened this event as a dilution of
the deoupled speies, the best example being neutrinos. Solving numerially the
set of Boltzmann equations that desribes the evolution of pseudosalar, photon,
eletron and neutrino populations, we alulated the eet of the deay on neutri-
nos. We then ompared our neutrino dilution senario with osmologial neutrino
observations. Through CMB multipole analysis and LSS survey it is possible to
measure the number of eetive neutrino speies Neff . Present data prefer Neff > 3,
whih works against the osmologial dilution of neutrinos. After this observation,
we were able to put some limits on pseudosalar parameter spae.
The outome of primordial nuleosynthesis is also inuened by the pseu-
dosalar deay. Both diretly, if pseudosalars are massive enough to injet deay
produts energeti enough to break nulear bonds, and indiretly, through the in-
uene on the number densities of baryons and neutrinos relative to the photon
one. This topi is also part of hapter 4. The primordial yield of deuterium is very
sensitive to the baryon-to-photon ratio, whih is heavily perturbed in our senario
of early pseudosalar deay. It indeed provides the most restritive osmologial
lower bound on the axion mass, ma > 0.3MeV. Also ALPs are severely onstrained
by BBN, sine they aet the baryon-to-photon ratio, Neff and an generate de-
strutive eletromagneti and hadroni asades. The prodution of pion asades
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Figure 5.1: Cosmologial ALP bounds in the mφ-g parameter spae. The la-
belling is desribed in the text.
in the deay of mφ > 2mπ ALPs has a peuliar eet on the primordial
4
He out-
ome, whih we onstrained too. Chapter 4 onludes with some onsiderations on
the hanges in the osmologial bounds that further ALP ouplings ould provide.
The onlusion here is that osmologial limits, although slightly modied, are
very solid.
In our summary plots 5.1 and 5.2 we olleted all the bounds arising from o-
smology, onsidering a thermal origin for the primordial pseudosalar population.
While gure 5.1 is meant to be the referene for the partile physiist, sine the
ALP parameter spae is plotted in funtion of the ALP mass mφ and oupling
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Figure 5.2: Same as gure 5.1, but in the mφ-τ parameter spae.
gφ, gure 5.2, where the parameters are mφ and the lifetime τ , provides a better
physial understanding. In this piture we an better follow the relation of the
limits with the sequene of events in the history of the universe. The osmolo-
gial bounds ritially depend on the ALP lifetime while they have only a milder
dependene on other parameters. In gure 5.1 they have indeed the harateristi
slope gφ ∝ mφ−3/2. As a referene, we plotted the line along whih ALPs have the
lifetime equal to 1017 s, i.e. the age of the universe. To warn the reader about our
assumptions, we also plotted the lines for freezing out temperature Tfo equal to
the eletroweaksale EEW and the Plank sale mPl. Most likely, Tfo > mPl makes
no physial sense, and for Tfo > EEW the atual abundane ould be lower than
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that used in our alulations, sine we have not taken into aount other partiles
besides the ALP and the SM ones.
Ordered by dereasing lifetimes, the exluded regions are:
• DM  if ALPs are osmologially stable and behave as dark matter they
should not exeed the DM fration measured by WMAP.
• Optial, X-Rays, γ-Rays  photons produed in pseudosalar deays
inside galaxies would show up as a peak in galati spetra that must not
exeed the known bakgrounds.
• EBL photons produed in pseudosalar deays when the universe is tran-
sparent must not exeed the extragalati bakground light.
• xion  the ionization of primordial hydrogen aused by the deay photons
must not ontribute signiantly to the optial depth after reombination.
• CMB y, µ  if the deay happens when the universe is opaque, the de-
ay photons must not ause spetral distortions in the CMB spetrum that
annot be fully rethermalised.
• EM, Hadr showers  the deay of high mass ALPs produes eletromag-
neti and hadroni showers that must not spoil the agreement of big-bang
nuleosynthesis with observations of primordial nulei.
• 4He, D the ALP and axion deays produe photons that dilute the baryon
and neutrino densities, whose values aet the outome of BBN, in partiular
the deuterium and
4
He yields. Again, this dilution should not ompromise
BBN.
• Neff  the neutrino density must not disagree with the value measured by
WMAP and other large-sale-struture probes. Currently, data points to an
eetive number of neutrinos Neff greater than 3, whih is disfavoured in the
osmology of deaying pseudosalars.
We have seen how osmologial observations an exlude a large part of the
pseudosalar parameter spae. These limits are solid, and the prospets are good,
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sine the amount and quality of osmologial observations is steeply rising. This is
very important, sine the onstrained region lies in a part of the parameter spae
presently inaessible to diret experimental tests.
The investigation on the eets of axions and ALPs on astrophysial and o-
smologial observables must proeed further, beause the detetion of one of several
striking signatures ould lead to their disovery. The smoking gun ould be hidden
in the white-dwarf evolution or in the struture of galaxies, maybe inuened by the
dark matter in a Bose-Einstein ondensate, or in some dierent phenomena that
we still have to analyse. But after the eventual and desired disovery, the diret
detetion and laboratory experiments will have the task of measuring preisely
the new partile harateristis. In the near future, diret detetion experiments
like the halosopes and the heliosopes will nally reah the sensitivity to test the
axion hypothesis and to explore two phenomenologially important regions of the
parameter spae, and maybe some long standing questions will nd an answer.
Understanding the ultimate theory behind the laws of Nature is the nal pur-
pose of physis. The large hadron ollider is pushing the knowledge on partile
physis towards unexplored energy sales. The reent disovery of the Higgs boson
gives a bit more ondene about the axion theory, whih requires the existene
of salar elds and the spontaneous breaking of symmetries at high energy sales.
But inreasing the energy tested by olliders is not the only way to probe the
physis beyond the SM. If axions and ALPs will be nally disovered, we will
have the tempting possibility of exploring the physis related to very high energy
sales through its low energy regime. Still largely unexplored, the low energy
frontier ould hide important novelties and bring to fundamental advanes in the
understanding of Nature.

APPENDIX A
Axion-photon mixing
In the following we follow the treatment of [168℄ and [169℄, where the hidden
photon resonane ase was studied. The Lagrangian of the pseudosalar-photon
system in presene of a strong magneti eld
~Bext, whose modulus is Bext, is
L = −1
4
F µνFµν + A
µjµ +
1
2
∂µφ∂µφ−
1
2
mφ
2φ2 − gφφ ~Bext · ∂0 ~A , (A.1)
where we expressed FF̃/4 as the salar produt of the external magneti eld and
of the eletri eld omponent −∂0 ~A of the eld strength. From the Lagrangian
we obtain the equations of motions for the pseudosalar eld φ and the omponent
of the vetor potential parallel to the magneti eld A
✷A − σ∂0A + gφBext∂0φ = 0 , (A.2a)
✷φ+m2φφ+ gφBext∂0A = 0 , (A.2b)
while the perpendiular omponent A⊥ is not aeted by the interation with φ.
In equation (A.2a) we have used Ohm's law for the urrent density, jµ = −σ∂0Aµ,
assuming a linear response of the medium whose ondutivity is σ [125℄. In Fourier
spae the equations (A.2) beome
(
−ω2 + k2 − iωσ
)
A + igφBextωφ = 0 , (A.3a)
(
−ω2 + k2 +mφ2
)
φ+ igφBextωA = 0 . (A.3b)
Assuming the quantity χ =
√
gφBextω to be negligible with respet to the other
energy sales of the problem, this system of equations an be diagonalised by
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means of the redenitions
A = Â −
igφBextω
iωσ −mφ2
φ̂ , (A.4a)
φ = φ̂− igφBextω
iωσ −mφ2
Â . (A.4b)
The new states Â and φ̂ are deoupled, and if the mixing parameter
χ2eff =
∣
∣
∣
∣
igφBextω
iωσ −mφ2
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
(A.5)
is very small, they are almost photon and pseudosalar states. They an osillate
one into another, if mφ ≃ ω. Their dispersion relations are respetively
ω2 − k2A = −iωσ +O(χ
2) , (A.6a)
ω2 − k2φ = m2φ +O(χ2) , (A.6b)
where the O(χ2) fators are omplex. In the ase of zero mode DM salars, kφ = 0.
The original states A and φ an be obtained inserting the Â and φ̂ solutions
into the (A.4).
For the ondutivity of the medium we use the relation [3℄
iσω = ω2P
(ωτcoll)
2 + iωτcoll
1 + (ωτcoll)
2 + iωΓTh ≡ m2γ(T ) + iωD(ω, T ) , (A.7)
that provides an interpolation of the lassial approximation and the quantum
regime. In this formula, ωP is the plasma frequeny and ΓTh = σThne is the
photon absorption width due to Thomson sattering o eletrons, while τcoll is the
average time between eletron ollisions, whih sets the time sale. If we all p
and E the momentum and the energy of eletrons, the plasma frequeny is [46℄
ω2P =
4α
π
∫ ∞
0
dp
p
exp (E/T ) + 1
[
p
E
− 1
3
( p
E
)3
]
. (A.8)
We next dene the squared plasmon mass
mγ
2 = Re (iσω) =



4παne/me if T ≪ me
2
3
απT 2 if T ≫ me
. (A.9)
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The damping fator
D(ω, T ) = Im (iσ) (A.10)
expresses the net-rate at whih photons are reated or absorbed. The full ex-
pressions for these quantities an be found in [168℄. Using these denitions, the
osillation probability (A.5) beomes
χ2eff ≡
∣
∣
∣
∣
igφBextω
iωσ −mφ2
∣
∣
∣
∣
2
=
(gφBextω)
2
(
m2γ −m2φ
)2
+ (ωD)2
. (A.11)
Beause of this magneti eld-mediated mixing with the photon, the pseudosalar
eld has the same interations of the photon, but with a rate suppressed by χ2eff . In
partiular, it an be absorbed or emitted during Thomson-like interations φ+e↔
γ+ e and annihilations-like events φ+ γ ↔ e++ e−. If thermal ontat is regained
by the pseudosalar ondensate, its distribution tends towards equilibrium. The
amount of pseudosalars that survives the magneti eld indued evaporation is
provided by
nφ(t0) = nφ(ti)
(
Ri
R0
)3
exp
(
−
∫ t0
ti
χ2effDdt
)
, (A.12)
where the subsripts i means quantities measured just after the realignment me-
hanism ended and 0 are today quantities. We used in the integral the damping
fator D, that provides the net-rate of absorbed photons. Beause we deal with
temperature-depending quantities, for future onveniene we an write the integral
in the exponential of equation (A.12) as
−
∫ t0
ti
χ2effDdt ≃
∫ T0
TB
(gφBextω)
2
(mγ2 −mφ2)2 + (ωD)2
D
H
dT
T
. (A.13)
The primordial magneti eld evolves with time, sine it is strethed by the
expansion of the universe. The onservation of magneti ux implies Bext =
Bext,∗(R∗/R)
2 ∼ Bext,∗(T∗/TB)2, where the subsript ∗ refers to quantities mea-
sured at the referene time t∗, after the reation of the primordial magneti eld
at TB.
The temperature dependene of the ondutivity (A.7) is mainly aeted by
τcoll ∼ (σeγne)−1 ∝ T−1. For T ≫ ω the ondutivity is dominated by the damping
fator, thus χ2eff ∼ (gφBext)2 /D2 if also mφ/ω ≪ D. The damping fator is
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D = T/(3πα) in a relativisti plasma of eletrons [125℄, and equation (A.13)
beomes
∫ T0
TB
(gφBext)
2
D2
D
H
dT
T
∼
g2φB
2
0
T 40
∫ T0
TB
T 4
T/(3πα)
mPl
1.66
√
g∗(T )T 2
dT
T
≈
≈
( gφ
10−10 GeV−1
)2
(
B0
nG
)2(
106
g∗(TB)
)1/2
TB
109 GeV
. (A.14)
For axion old DM this is the approximation to use, beause the axion mass is
muh lower than the damping fator [125℄. Axion old DM is not aeted by
primordial magneti eld: its two photon oupling strength is muh lower than
10−10 GeV−1, while the present value of the magneti eld B0 an not be stronger
than few nG [126,127℄. Even if TB is very large, it annot aet the ondensate at
temperatures larger than fa, beause in this ase there is no ondensate. Moreover,
in the ase of the hadroni axion, there is no two-photon oupling above ΛQCD.
When the damping fator does not suppress χeff and it is muh smaller in
magnitude than the plasmon mass, we an distinguish three dierent regimes of
this quantity, aording to the relative magnitude between mγ(T ) and mφ. The
resonant regime for mγ(T ) ∼ mφ is the most important, sine the mixing gets
enhaned by the anellation of the mass terms in the denominator.
At temperatures higher than the resonant one, equation (A.13) is
(gφBextω)
2
(mγ2 −mφ2)2 + (ωD)2
D
HT
∼



(gφBext,∗ω)
2
(T/T∗)
4
α2T 4
T/α
T 3/mPl
T ≫ me
(gφBext,∗ω)
2
(T/T∗)
4
α2(ne/me)
2
T 3/2m
−1/2
e α
−1
T 3/mPl
T ≪ me
,
(A.15)
whih in both ases is dominated by lower temperatures, so towards the reso-
nane. For the low temperature we used the ondutivity provided by a hydrogen
plasma [125℄. The low temperature regime gives instead
(gφBextω)
2
(mγ2 −mφ2)2 + (ωD)2
D
HT
∼





(gφBext,∗ω)
2
(T/T∗)
4
m4φ
T/α
T 3/mPl
T ≫ me
(gφBext,∗ω)
2
(T/T∗)
4
m4φ
T 3/2m
−1/2
e α
−1
T 3/mPl
T ≪ me
,
(A.16)
whih is dominated by the higher temperatures again towards the resonane. The
behaviour of the integrand an even better understood from gure A.1, where this
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Figure A.1: The integrand of equation (A.13) for gφ = 10
−10 GeV−1, B ∼ T 2
and mφ = 0.1 eV (dashed), 1 eV (solid) and 10 eV (dotted).
quantity is plotted for mφ = 0.1, 1 and 10 eV. Sine this funtion is so peaked
around the resonane, we an approximate the integral evaluating all the temper-
ature dependent quantities around Tres, expanding m
2
γ ≃ m2φ+ dm2γ/dT (T − Tres),
and negleting the rest
∫ T0
Ti
(gφBextω)
2
(
m2γ −m2φ
)2
+ (ωD)2
D
H
dT
T
∼
∼
∫ T0
Ti
(gφBext,resω)
2D
(
dm2γ/dT
)2
(T − Tres)2 + (ωD)2
dT
HresTres
≈
≈ π
2
(gφBext,res)
2
Hresmφ
1
(
d lnm2γ/d lnT
)
res
. (A.17)
To obtain the last line we used the approximation
∫ ∞
0
dx
y2(x− 1)2 + z2 ≃
π
2
1 + arctan(y/z)
yz
, (A.18)
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and ω ∼ mφ. The pseudosalar population is aeted by the resonant magneti
eld evaporation if the value of the integral (A.17) is larger than one. This is
plotted in gure 2.10.
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